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Exciting, colorful, scarry, dark.  
Mediocrity and everydayness.  
These constitute Life.  
In the middle of everything,  
In the fourth dimension,  
And in the span of a sphere  
A vision that sees three hundred and  
sixty directions 
In three hundred and sixty directions 
Not then but now 
And now is the Time to Live 
4 
5  
l 
To live is the subject of life 
And as we live 
We must grow 
6 


From an infant who knows not the meaning 
of life 
To an aged person who, 
Like an anthropologist, discovers the 
wisdom of living; 
Passing through youth, 
Young adulthood, and the post 30's; 
And at each division along the path 
Collecting ... Well, collecting Life. 
9 
AREA CLOSED  
AFTER 10 P. M.  
10 
Life does not consist of self entirely. 
True, at this time 
We must doubt this 
Superficial environment, 
Beginning to see not ourselves; 
Rather to look for and ultimately to know 
others. 
11 
12  
Growing in awareness of self and others 
ls not an easy task 
And requires so many diverse attitudes. 
Yet to live we must try, 
Making an effort a second or third time 
if necessary. 
~-
' 
When we look back 
We may see the world in violence 
Or as being brutal 
But to love and be aware of living 
We must look from an entirely different angle 
14 
We try to look through Love 
To see the beauty, the joys, the cares, 
The hopes, the desires in our 
Short but rich lives. 
In other persons, even if they be entirely 
different, 
We must be aware 
That they are people 
And there is good deep inside 
If not open to us. 
16  
Life is not always the big things 
But most always a conglomeration of litt le 
things. 
There is a cake on your birthday 
Or staying up 'til 3:30 for nothing or maybe 
to study 
Or that weekly trudge to get clean sheets 
Or being late to an 8 A.M. class 
Or an eight bal l in the corner pocket 
Or maybe that guy in your French class finally 
asked you out 
Or maybe she said she'd go 
Or maybe your "mother ... ?" who lives in 
Dillon made cookies for you.  
These small things are living  
But one should not have to say "I have  
measured out my life with  
Coffee spoons."  
"'·'~ •I -
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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 19  
For his contribution to the school, his department, 
and to the students of Bridgewater this book is 
dedicated to 
dr. john w. martin. 
Dr. Martin serves the college as a member of the 
Council of Administration and as a member of the 
evaluation committee. As a Bridgewater alumnus he 
took much of the responsibility for the organization of 
his cJass' twenty-fifth reunion held during Homecom-
ing. An able member of the Chemistry Department, 
Dr. Martin has been granted a sabbatical leave next 
year during which time he will travel with his family 
to Great Britain where he will study. In service to the 
students of the college, "Doc" Martin has contributed 
greatly as the advisor to the class of 1970 for four 
years. He is a member of the Lambda Society, advisor 
to the Young Republicans, the instructor of the 
beginners bridge group organized by the E.P.C., and 
a ready friend. 
Dr. Martin helps a freshman lab student. 
Dr. and Mrs. Martin relax In the Eyrie with Dr. Willoughby.  
Dr. Martin was seen at the Lambda dinner meeting this fall.  
20 DEDICATION 

Or. Wayne F. Geisert, President 
The endless paperwork of registration . . . 
Administration change and preparation for change 
marked the 1969-70 school year. In a shuffling of 
offices the Business offices moved into the old Eyrie-
Bookstore area and the Development offices set up 
in the transformed Wardo Hall basement. The modifi-
cation most appreciated by the students was the 
elimination of saturday 
classes. 
Preparation for change came in an extensive self-
evaluation coinciding with the college's ninetieth 
anniversary and preparing for the upcoming state 
accreditation review. 
Wardo, Founders, and Memorial Halls from the rear 
.-
22 ADMINISTRATION & FACULTY 
Dr. Martha B. Thornton, Assistant Dean of Students 
•.. 
f 
' 
J. Alaric Bowman, Jr., Dean of Students 
Dr. Dale V. Ulrich, Dean of the College 
ADMINISTRATION 23 
Dale E. Mekeel, Assistant to the President 
Abraham J. Evans, Director of Financial Aids and Director 
of Men's Housing
Clement A. Bess, Registrar 
Willard E. Oulabaum, Chaplain 
• 
., 
Lowell A. Miller, Business Manager and Treasurer 
24 ADMINISTRATION & STAFF 
Secretaries: Margaret Wheelbarger, Wanda Wampler, Janet Stepp, Kitty Simmons. 
Walter L. Smith, Director of Alumni Affairs 
Samuel A. Harley, Director of Church Relations Ronald E. Keener, Director of Public Information 
Miles W. Sandin, Manager 
Treasurer's Office Staff: Amy Michael, Ass 't to Treasurer; Belva Hill; J. M. Garber, of Computing Center 
Ass' ! in Business Office; Bertha Phibbs; Melvin D. Wampler, Ass't Business Manager. 
ADMINISTRATION & STAFF 25 
Secretaries: Shirley Johnson, Carolyn Thomas, Merle Taliaferro, Nellie Hildebrand. 
Hal Hedley he.lps nurse dispense mystery pills. 
Grace Z. Forrer, College Nurse David L. Holl, Director of Development  
Dorm Mothers: Mrs. Crowder - Floating Director of Residence, Mrs. Hylton - Dillon, Mrs. Baugher - Daleville, Mrs. Wyatt - Blue Ridge.  
26 ADMINISTRATION & FACULTY 
Library Staff: Virginia Shenk, Gladys Erbaugh, Sue Propst, Mary 
Longenecker, Phyllis Ward. Orland Wages, Head Librarian 
Brian C. Hildebrand, Director of Campus Center Book Store Staff: Thelma Michael, Leon Rhodes, Naomi Stoutamyer. 
Post Office Staff: Edgar Wright, Postmaster and Lucille Robertson. Sara Campbell, Switchboard Operator 
ADMINISTRATION & STAFF 27 
Mrs. Waggie works busily at peak time. 
Anna Lee Shull, Eyrie Assistant Manager 
Cafeteria cooks start frying chicken early. 
Cafeteria Stall: Kern Beale- first cook, Oscar Davis-manager. Lucille Robin· son, Marie Early, Biiiy Robinson-chef, Melvin Crickenberger- assistant  
son, Martha Simmers, Imogene Thompson, Alma Nelson. Doris Rigg leman, manager.  
Annie Taylor, Viola Bowman, Orpha Mil ler, Esther Senseney, Madeline Jack·  
28 ADMINISTRATION & STAFF 
Bonnie Eckard, Secretary-Bowman Hall 
Paul V. Phibbs, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
Carol Zimmerman, Secretary to the President, and Joy 
Maughan, Secretary to Admissions Office. 
Edgar F. Wilkerson, Director of Admissions 
J. Vern Fairchilds, Admissions Councelor 
ADMIN ISTRATION & STAFF 29 
Professor George Webster Kent 
Direct connection from laboratory equipment to com-
puter magnified the scope of possible psychology ex-
periments this year. Tedious record keeping was 
turned over to the computer and minds formally filled 
with figures were freed to create new and more mean-
ingful projects. 
Psychology majors were faced with interviewing an 
acute psychotic, evaluating the amount of injury in 
a brain damaged person and studying the behavior 
of animals "untkr 
the 
influence" 
of psychoactive drugs. Students were also allowed to 
choose their own experiments in an attempt to more 
realistically prepare them for future graduate work. 
Prof Kent relaxes with his beloved coffee. 
Dr. Donald A. Witters 
Dr. Emmert F. Bittinger 
Bri1dgewater students were seen this year in peni-
tentiares, delinquent homes, and juvenile courts. 
Ac tu a 11 y th e y w e r e o n I y temporarily 
v iewing the 
establishment 
as part of the Sociology Department's program to ex-
plore a phase of the field that a text only inadequately 
describes. Marie Arrington, superintendent of Harri-
sonburg's Department of Public Welfare, helped the 
department by teaching the introductory social work 
class. Again this year Dale Mekeel, Assistant to the 
President, taught Criminology. During the year Dr. 
Bittinger was a participant in the Visiting Scientists 
Program of the Virginia Academy of Science which 
sponsored a variety of lectures to high schools. 
Professor Will iam E. Barnett 
Professor Dale E. Mekeel 
Professor Marie K. Arrington 
SOCIOLOGY 31 
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Professor Raymond J . D. Baker 
In an attempt to involve the department in a more 
businesslike framework, the Business and Economics 
Department has reorganized some of its techniques. 
The emphasis has been transfered from objective tests 
and lectures to class discussion. By placing more 
stress on individual contributions and reactions, the 
instructors try to develop the students' ability to or-
ganize and think for themselves. Thus the objective, 
realism 
can be obtained. The students are given experiences 
preparing them for on-the-job situations. They are 
shown how a businessman deals with the public and 
are encouraged in developing their own solutions to 
situations. 
Professor V. Stephen Bradshaw 
Professor George L. Fitchett 
Professor Donald E. Phibbs 
Professor Robert L. Hueston 
.. 
32 BUSINESS ANO ECONOMICS 
., ... .. . ' .. 
122383  
Dr. Herman L. Horn 
Dr. James A. Mumper 
A new course and the return of a familiar face high-
lighted the History Department. The new course, The 
Age of Jefferson and Hamilton, dealt with the critical 
early years of our nation's history. Professor Bly 
returned after two years of work on his doctorate. 
The department sponsored a delegation to the Middle 
South Model united 
nations 
in Washington. Dr. Sappington has been working on 
a book on the history of the Brethren of North and 
South Carolina as a part of one of his main interests. 
Professor Daniel W. Bly 
Professor Victor E. Glick Dr. Roger E. Sappington 
~~XANDt:H MAC!\ 
~~QRlf\l LIBRARY HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 33 
~~~ ~TER. VIR~I~• 
Professor H. Barclay Bondurant 
Professor William P. Albright Dr. Gary L. Tyeryar 
34 ENGLISH 
Professor Charles J. Churchman 
Dr. James J . Kirkwood 
Professor Russell L. Dunlap 
Variety was apparent in the English Department as a 
number of activities were initiated. A course dealing 
with modern works was added to the Freshman English 
program in the form of Contemporary Literature class. 
A series of movies was offered by the department to 
promote intellectual discussion and an awareness that 
the department concern encompasses more than just 
books. off campus 
experience 
provided even more variety as Middle English stu-
dents viewed a New York museum presentation on 
that period. Shakespeare students were able to at-
tend a New York production of Macbeth and were also 
able to hear author Richard B. Sewall speak at a 
Lexington lecture. 
ENGLISH 35 
--
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Dr. Raymond N. Andes Professor James A. Goering 
Dr. M. Ellsworth Kyger Professor Donald E. Corbin 
36 FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
Dr. Buu Duong 
Professor Linda Sue Schultz 
Dr. Antonio R. Martinez 
The Foreign Language Department continued improv-
ing and refining their new equipment and procedures. 
Miss Schultz joined the faculty taking over the Spanish 
classes of Professor Houts who is on a sabbatical 
leave. 
The largest number of students ever to take advan-
tage of the Studies Abroad program sailed for the 
continents of europe and 
south america 
in August. The students were divided among the 
Phillips University in Marburg, West Germany; the 
University of Strasbourg in Strasbourg, France; and in 
cooperation with the Council of Mennonite Colleges, 
the Universidad de !os Andes in Bogota, Columbia. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE 37 
Or. William G. Wiiioughby Or. Martha B. Thornton 
Professor David G. Metzler 
One roof covered the Religion and Philosophy De-
partment this year as ottices were moved to the old 
Horne Management Building. The building provided 
three offices, a kitchen, and a seminar room which 
students helped reconstruct 
and decorate. 
An enlarged range of choices was developed as 
Jesus of History, The New Testament Church, and 
Religion of Life were introduced to the currriculurn. 
Or. W. Robert McFadden 
38 PHILOSOPHY ANO RELIGION 
Dr. Fred F. Wampler 
In the continuing effort to train up-to-date teachers, 
the Education Department this year offered oppor-
tunities to familiarize prospective teachers with the 
use of computers in grading 
tests. 
Occasions for use of audio-visual equipment and 
materials was also discussed in classes and situational 
experiences were given with the equipment and ma-
terials. Educational Psychology projects, teacher ai·de 
programs, classroom observation and student teach-
ing experiences gave practical experience in the 
field of education. 
Lynn Latimer leaves for student teaching. 
Professor M. Ellen Bailey 
EDUCATION 39 
Dr. Harry G. M. Jepson 
Fresh emphasis was placed on individual work as a 
result of the increasing amount of equipment available 
in the Biology Department. The microbiology section 
obtained new microscopes especially for microbiology. 
New autoclaves and incubators and incubated shak-
ers, instruments used to control an even environment 
for bacteria cultures, were also obtained by the depart-
ment. The physiology section added spectrometers to 
record characteristics and concentration of matter in 
a beam of light at a certain wave length, oscillo-
graphs and electro-cardiographs. This new equipment 
helped in the instigation of a complete 
revision of 
ideas 
as students were able to approach and solve problems 
using living material and drawing qualitative as well as 
quantitative conclusions. Demonstrations were em-
phasized less in some areas as individuals became 
involved in both the practical and theoretical aspects 
of his studies. 
Greater utilization of the environment was possible 
as extensive field work was done by small groups and 
individuals. Special student studies were conducted 
concerning the environmental conditions that differ 
and affect the area fish populations, and the ecology 
and psysiology of small mammals. 
Dr. William L. Mengebier 
Dr. Frances E. Silliman 
40 BIOLOGY 
....  
Dr. Frederick G. Keihn 
Dr. Lowell V. Heisey 
Dr. John W. Martin 
Underclassmen encountered both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis earlier in the semester in General 
Chemistry as the department worked to update the 
course. Research projects under the direction of the 
department continued as Dr. Heisey 
ganic drugs for cancer. These were 
anti-malaria 
researched 
also tested 
or-
as 
drugs. 
Dr. Keihn began work on an experiment with crystal 
structure. New equipment came into the department 
for the project and both projects enlisted student aid. 
,, 
CHEMISTRY 41 
Professor Wayne M. Barkey 
The installation of some new furniture and much 
needed oscillascopes, instruments which measure 
electronic 
wave forms, 
increased possible electronics erperiments. Students 
in General Physics as well as Electronics benefited 
from these additions. Under a National Science Foun-
dation grant Dr. Deardorff is continuing a research 
project on the " measurement of the density of Xenon 
near the critical point". There is also some student 
help involved in this undertaking. 
Dr. Dean Royce Neher  
Dr. Donald L. Deardorff  
42 PHYSICS 
Professor Rudolph A. Glick 
Living in the period of history that we are, we have 
come to realize the great importance of mathematics. 
Man's behavior, both from the physical science and 
social science aspects, can now be studied through 
mathematical models. Bridgewater became more 
aware of the importance of math outside the classroom 
as studies were made by students of reactions that a 
change in the dress code might have on faculty 
members. Applied mathematics courses in the Mathe-
matics Department have been supplemented with 
practical experience on the 
ibm 1130 computer 
in development of practical experience situation for 
students. 
Professor J. Alaric Bowman, Jr. 
• 
J 
Professor John E. White 
Professor James H. Williamson 
MATH 43 
Professor James A. Reedy 
The addition of two new staff members to the Physical 
Education Department, Carlyle Whitelow and Barbara 
Purkey, doubled the number of bridgewater 
alumni 
in the department. A gymnastics club has been organ-
ized under Coach Whitelow and a campus chapter of 
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes has come into 
being under the sponsorship of the "phys ed" depart-
ment. Miss Purkey took over the lacrosse team and 
much of the women's intramural program. Some stu-
dents are also involved in aiding the teachers in an 
attempt to allow more individual attention. 
Professor Carlyle Whitelow  
Professor Melvin L. Myers  
44 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Professor Laura Susan Mapp Professor John S. Spencer 
Miss Barbara Purkey 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 45  
The beautiful new "home ec" building, Moomaw Hall, 
was dedicated April 9. While the eyes of the depart-
ment members were still adjusting from the darkness 
of Rebecca and Blue Ridge basements, the department 
come 
above  
ground  
in style. Moomaw houses two classrooms and two 
laboratories. A nursery for pre-school ch ildren was 
conducted under the control of the Child Growth and 
Development class. Also new to the Home Economics 
students were a dining room to serve sixteen, a 
lounge, and apartments for the half semester resi-
dence of senior Home Management students. 
Three new art studios in the basement of Rebecca 
provided a more inspiring and illuminated working 
area than the anc ient quarters in the Old Gymnasium 
and East Hall. Art offices, classrooms and an enclosed 
court suitable for outdoor work and sculpture displays 
completed the new art area. Also appearing was an 
area for display of various artworks in the Campus 
Center. This new 
gallery 
gave greater opportunity for a wide audience. A field 
trip was taken to Washington for one day, two visits 
were arranged by the Artmobi le and the annual May 
Day art exh ibit was provided to present an esthetic 
experience on campus. 
Professor Robert E. Purvis 
Professor Paul M. Klein 
Field trips sponsored by the Dramatics Department 
took students to see professional 
productions 
in Washington and Richmond. At home the Play Pro-
duction class worked in close cooperation with the 
Pinion Players on the spring presentation, "The Fire-
bugs." 
Professor Charles F. Fuller, Jr. 
FINE ARTS 47 
Professor Ruth W. Stauffer Professor A. Olivia Cool 
Professor John G. Barr 
• 
48 MUSIC 
•  
Professor Philip E. Trout 
Professor David E. Arbogast 
The Music department rearranged this year, more ade-
quately using the space in Memorial Hall. The band 
moved from its previous room to the old chapel which 
is being used for practice 
and concerts. 
A music education library is being more extensively 
developed. Advertisement in a national magazine has 
been used to grant the department added recognition. 
Joining the faculty this year as band director is 
Professor David Arbogast. 
Professor W. Clifton Pritchett 
50 CAMPUS LIFE 
campus t1r€  
Rick Wampler 
Leadership qualities and contributions, service to the 
school, and scholastic abilities were of prime con-
sideration to the faculty in the choosing of students . 
to be elected to Who's Who Among American College 
and University Students. Eight Bridgewater students 
this year made the grade by their outstanding 
accomplishments 
at B.C. The respect of the student body went out 
to these students as they achieved one of the highest Ron Wyrick 
honors a college student can achieve. 
Lynn Latimer 
J-
52 WHO'S WHO 
Lynn Myers 
Karen Adams Wyrick 
Marianne May 
Stephen Ip 
Charles Fairchilds 
UNITED STATE 
POST OFFICE . ........, ..  
' I VEHICLES '~n~~ ., (/,11/i;/ 
WHO'S WHO 53 
Freshmen and Sophomores engaged in a tug of war at the Bonfire. 
Homecoming '69 festivit ies began Thursday night with 
class skits and the announcement of the Homecoming 
court. On Friday the bonfire and pep rally was the 
time of the official "de-beanieing" for the freshmen. 
Spirit and excitement really began to rise as the car 
caravan made its trip into Harrisonburg. Saturday 
afternoon the parade traveted slowly through Bridge-
water. The sen iors took first place in skit competition 
and matched their success with a winning float that 
well represented the theme of the week-end, up; up 
and away 
The Eagles beat Gallaudet in an exciting game and 
that evening a concert was given by the Chorale. The 
week-end was topped off with the dance featuring 
the "Bluesberry Jam" in a Student Center decorated 
with colorful balloons. 
A dirty ol ' man in the Sophomore ski t. 
Up, Up, and Away with the winning Senior float. 
A real convocation-senior style. 
54 HOMECOMING 
John Ponton works on the Junior Homecoming float. A radiant smile from the Queen as she rides in the parade. 
Larry McCann crowns Homecoming Queen Jeanne Burroughs. 
Parents, students, and faculty get acquainted at the Parents' Day Reception. 
Parents enjoyed the Chorale Gary Walter clings to Neal Fitze in fright. 
56 PARENTS' DAY 
Twelfth Night adventures bring questions to Sebastian. 
In spite of the rain, spirits were high as students 
welcomed parents on November 11 to the 10th Annual 
Parent's Day. As well as getting a look at a slightly 
altered campus, parents were entertained by a host 
of activities, highlighted by the Pinion Players' 
presentation
of  
twelfth night  
by , William Shakespeare. Other activitives included 
a morning reception in the gym, lunch in the new 
Campus Center, a football game against Washington 
and Lee, and a late afternoon tea. 
Fabian and Maria are caught in surprise.  
Shepherd Rams run into trouble during Parents' Day game.  
PARENTS' DAY 57 
Bob Carter gets hit in the  
pie throwing contest. Kim Betts leads John Pifer into May Day skit.  
Lorna Sattler and Steve Hale in " Camelot." The court does the tr<'\ditional Maypole dance  
58 MAY DAY 1969 
Bridgewater returned to the days of King Arthur as 
May Day came upon her. A hot crowd packed the 
area outside Blue Ridge for a day in Camelot and 
that evening's dance was decorated with shields, 
knights, and a castle. Yet, some traditions were kept 
the same as tricycle racers were water 
ballooned, 
Queen Janet was crowned, and the court danced the 
Maypole Dance. Fair goers wandered to watch the 
pie .throwing, to be bewildered by the Physics Club's 
scientific games, and to try their luck at a stuffed 
animal. 
King Barry escorts Queen Janet to her throne. 
May Day festivities are climaxed by the c rowning of the queen. 
Football helmets are goo'd for all sorts of wierd things. 
MAY DAY 1969 59 
Senlor Representatives Carol Durgy and Bob Thompson 
King Dennis Hershey and Queen Becky Hershey Senior Representatives Betty Ward and Bill Marshall 
Duchess Karol Long and Duke Charlie Falrchllds 
60 MAY COURT 1970 
Junior Representatives Terry Mcintyre and Jim Wampler 
Junior Representatives Gail Martin and Marshall Flora 
may COURt 1970 
Freshman Representatives Glenn Barnhart and Gay Bunting 
Freshman Representatives Toni Parker and Grover Collins 
Not shown: 
Sophomore Representatives Kathy Scharon and Wayne Toler 
Sophomore Representatives Debbie Dandridge and Mike Kyles 
Ann Mccown 
Lynn Latimer 
Becky Hershey 
Karol Long 
Lorna Sattler 
Joanne DeRossi 
Carefully chosed and voted upon, this year's 
top ten college girls 
exemplified an all-around attractiveness based on 
personality, academic achievement, creativity, attrac-
tiveriess, and class participation. Well-liked and well-
groomed, these gi rls represented the " cream of the 
crop" of Bridgewater co-eds. This was the first year 
such extensive qualifications were required. Chosen 
by the student body to represent Bridgewater in the 
national contest sponsored each year by Glamour 
Magazine was sophomore Joanne DeRossi. 
Lois Sulser (not shown) 
Gay Bunting 
Donna Hess 
Chris Miller 
TOP TEN B. C. GIRLS 63 
Lynwood Holton Republican candidate for governor of Virginia 
spoke to students at a Junior-Senior Con~ocation. 
Max Morath captivated his audience. 
The jazz beat goes on with music by the Mitchel Ruff Trio. 
64 LYCEUMS AND CONVOCATIONS 
Standardized tests were administered in February to all students at two very long convocations.  
Dr. Marston Bates spoke on ecology. The Christmas convocation included a number of worship media.  
L YCUMS & CONVOCATIONS 65  
Daniel Lloyds sets up his marionette stage. Numerous strings control the concert pianist. 
B. J . Thomas presented a fal l concert at Bridgewater. 
66 LYCEUMS & CONVOCATIONS 
In the conflict-torn year of 1969, many demonstrations 
were staged by various groups both supporting and 
opposing the policies of our government. One of the 
many concerns of the United States' youth has been 
the controversial war in Vietnam. The moratorium 
for peace 
was an organized war movement that affected cities 
and college campuses over the entire country. 
Bridgewater campus saw black armbands, folk and 
rock singers, anti-war literature and many heated dis-
cussions concerning the issue centered around Oc-
tober 15. 
Eric Van Brocklln does his thing for peace. 
Bob Carter scans anti-war material. 
Bandersnatch member Bruce Peterson plays. 
MORATORIUM 67 
Judi Clark and Sharon McClain decorate Dillon's first floor tree. 
The Campus Center Christmas tree 
"Charlie Brown, you finally won something." 
Sue Lerch and Ron Jackson decorate Eyrie window. 
68 HOLIDAYS 
Dean Ulrich's children admire the cafeteria 's Santa and Christmas tree.  
Santa marks the entrance to the International Bazaar. Daleville's door decoration  
HOLIDAYS 69  
Bridgewater students in 
Pat Hollen, Jan Kuper, 
Srrasbourg: Margie Simpson, Belly Loomis, 
Lori Bittinger, Carolyn Thompson. 
David Annin, Brenda Flory, 
Jan Kuper stands in front of a typical Alsacien bu ilding. 
Kris Jorgensen wears a native hat in South America. 
Betty Loomis and Carolyn Thompson try to hitch a ride. 
70 STUDENTS ABROAD 
Nine students sailed for countries in Europe and 
South America last August for the beginning of their 
Junior Year Abroad. The largest number 
of students 
ever to participate from Bridgewater went this year. 
Sent traveled to attend the University of Strasbourg 
in Strasbourg, France for an entire year whi le the 
girls who went to the Universidad de los Andes in 
Bogota, Colombia returned to this campus after one 
semester of study and travel. For the students going 
to France, the trip across the Atlantic Ocean meant 
an intensive study program in the language of their 
destinated country. During vacations, students had 
the opportunity to travel over the continent. Also· par-
ticipating in the exchange program is the Phill ips 
University in Marburg, West Germany. 
Mike Thomas was in South America first semester of 1969-70 
STUDENTS ABROAD 71 
72 DORM LIFE 
DORM LIFE 73  
Executive Committee: Sitting: Karol Long, Bill Marshall, Lynn Latimer. 
Standing: Brian Hildebrand, Dr. Thornton, Dean Bowman. Dick Bellows, Assistant to Director of Campus Center 
E.P.C. sponsors various cultural activities. The last of the 5¢ coffee was seen in December. 
74 CAMPUS CENTER 
Cafeteria workers get ready for the 11 :30 rush. Brian Hildebrand, Director of the Campus Center 
Executive Program Council: Ali Fowler, Sam Sliger, Prof. Corbin, Sally Santonastaso, Dr. Kirkwood, Karen Wyrick, Steve Wampler, Nancy 
Woodward, Mr. Wampler. 
CAMPUS CENTER 75 
The dinner line always starts long before dinner. 
The pool room is a popular area. 
The Eyrie is always the scene of some good discussion. 
Madison Art Department created an art exhibit in the Center. 
76 CAMPUS CENTER 
Dr. Martinez relaxes and reads In the Eyrie. 
Folk singers from three area colleges performed. Faculty members often are seen at meals, too. 
Steve Hale did a solo performance representing one of Bridgewater's numerous folk groups. 
CAMPUS CENTER 77 Alt.XANDER MACK 
MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
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CAMPUS LIFE 79  
80 ORGANIZATIONS 
0Rqan1zat1ons  
ORGANIZATIONS 81  
Auditing Committee: Dallas Heilman, Roller Shlpplett, 
Paul Weisman. Lynn Myers conducts a Senate meeting. 
Dorm Loan Fund: Jerry Spessard, Dave Tate, Jim Wampler, Sue Axline, 
Dave Ingram, Martha Eller, Connie Deavers. 
Minor Affairs: Jody Modesitt, Jim Wampler, Tom Dovel. 
Greg Coffman, Bad Check Committee 
82 SENATE 
Publications Committee: Ellie Hodge, Dan Brady, Barb Kolscher, 
Lynn Myers, President and Larry McCann, Vice-President Mr. Dunlap, Dr. Tyeryar, Dean Bowman. Joyce Pellam, Mr. Evans. 
Senate representatives meet weekly to discuss campus affairs. 
SENATE 83 
Student Senate: Front Row: B. Cowan, L. Myers-president, L. McCann-vice- J . Wilhide, A. Mccown, s. Wine. Fourth Row: R. Sharps, L. Norford, 'L. Glick, 
president. Second Row: E. Mi ller, B. Strumpf, K., Hershey, K. Scharon, P. 0. Heilman, M. Hall, Dean Bowman. Filth Row: J. Holland, G. Colllns, J. 
McGrath, L. Latimer, R. Galvin. Third Row: C. Gallen, B. Koogler , B. Houff, Wampler, 0 . Brady, S. Wampler. 
Executive Board: Sitting: Lynn Myers, Larry McCann. Standing. Buddy Bosserman, Ron Hottle, Jell Holland, Larry Glick. 
84 SENATE 
-Mail boxes on the east side of campus, open dorm 
hours, concerts, and refrigerators in the boys' dorms 
all came under the consideration of the Student Senate 
this year. Led by President Lynn Myers and Vice-
President Larry Mccann, the Senate moved into 
a third 
floor 
office 
of the Campus Center. With some of their duties re-
lieved by the Executive Program Council , the Senate 
was able to devote more of their time to student-
faculty relations. 
Anna Connelly, Chairman of COPRAC-Committee of Public Relat ions 
and Communication 
Honor Councll: Sitting: Larry Glick. Brian Kennedy. Pam McGrath, Jorry Spessard, Brian Montague. Standing: J. W. Good, Ron Hottle. Jett Holland. Lynn Myers. Larry 
McCann, Bob Certer. 
SENATE 85 
Cultural Affairs: Jesse Hopkins and Denny Eye Ted Flory and Sis Karam discuss Convocation ideas. 
Convocations Committee : Front Row: Deen Dale Ulrich, Prof. Goering, Martha Karam, Dean Alaric Bowman. Second Row: Prof. Corbn, Ted Flory, Or. McFadden, 
Prof. Barnett , Prol. Kent. 
86 SENATE 
Pi Delta Epsidon, the national honorary journalistic fraternity includes members: Dorcas 
Campbell, Ann Mccown, Danny Legge, Mike Thomas. 
Cafeteria Committee: Front Row: Ralph Galvin, Dr. Thornton. Second Row: Repre$enatlves ol Servomallon-Mathlas, John Sheridan, Kathy Upperman, Larry Holllnger, 
Dean Bowman. 
SENATE & Pl DELTA EPSILON 87 
Joyce P. Walter, Editor 
Publishing a book is no fun when it involves all -nighters,  
a new office that first has no heat and then too much,  
last minute trips to the Harrisonburg bus station to  
ship off the deadline, headlines that would not show  
up, missed deadlines, and lost pictures. Yet somehow a  
small and loyal staff still managed to write copy,  
retake pictures, investigate  
the unknown 
faces in groups, think up layouts that fit the pictures,  
try some new ideas, and to present the Ripples 1970.  
An almost entirely unexperienced staff learned a lot  
and by March was very ready to settle down for a little  
time to do such things as catch up on study and sleep.  
Professor Russel l Dunlap, advisor 
Gary Walter, Layouts Photographers: Donny Legge, Jim Wallis, Carl Minchew, and Les Feldmann. 
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88 RIPPLES 
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Tom Murray, Men's Sports and Sandy Bent, Women's Sports 
Greer Robinson. Ass't. Business Manager and Bob Thompson,  
Business Manager  
Jane Beers, Campus Life 
Carolyn Kinzie, Index Editor 
RIPPLES 89 
Gary, Joyce, and Larry check carbon copies while Mr. Garrison, publisher's representatives, 
seals up the real thing. 
Ann Scott, Organizations 
Nancy Lanchaster, Organizations, and Joyce and Ann review work finished. 
Larry Hollinger, Administration and Faculty 
90 RIPPLES 
Connie Keller, Campus Life 
Class Editors: Ruth Grant-freshmen, Olivia Mok-sophomores, Janet Throckmorten- 
juniors, Sandy Bent-seniors. Karen Flora, Copy  
Staff: Rooin Vogel, Ditty Warren, Gretchen Beerbower, Karen Smith. 
Typists: Olivia Mok, Rhonda Baugher. 
RIPPLES 91 
Barb Kolscher and Ellie Hodge, Co-editors Suzi Parker, Circulation 
Mary Spotts and Donna Hess, Typing Editors Keith Clayton and Gillian Moss, Art Editors 
Andy Werthmann, Lay-outs, and Vicky Bowen, Assistant Editor 
92 TALON 
John Swartz, News 
Dan Brady, Business Manager 
:-9 
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Dorcan Campbell, Exchange 
Every other Sunday afternoon and evening the Talon 
office and the work room were filled with the sounds 
of clicking, typewriters, harried voices, and sighs of 
relief as another issue of the B.C. newspaper was 
finally 
"laid out." 
Under the co-editorship of Ellis Hodge and Barb 
Kolscher, the Talon moved this year into their new 
office on the windowless third floor of the Campus 
Center. Putting a paper out is not an easy matter and 
both editors spent at least part of their summers wo.rk-
ing on and planning the paper. 
Ann Scott and Margaret Fleming, Features 
TALON 93 
Dr. Gary Tyeryar, advisor 
Charlie Fairchilds, Sports 
Marci Carter, Campus Manager 
Alan Tibbs, Assistant Sports Editor 
94 TALON 
Bruce Dowen, Men's Sports 
Ruth Ferree, Women's Sports 
Brent Armstrong, Reporter 
Danny Legge, Photographer 
Les Feldmann, Photographer 
TALON 95 
Program director Alan Morgan searches for some program logs. 
This was a year of rebuilding and of patience for 
the WGMB staff as they moved into their new head-
quarters on the second floor of Rebecca Hall. After 
spending the first semester and part of the second 
moving  
nnd organizing  
the campus radio station went on the air in April. 
Under the leadership of Dave Ingram, station man-
ager, the station worked on an organization similar 
to that of a professional radio station. By laying under-
ground wires to areas on campus the station was able 
to reach the entire campus area. 
Char Cantor and Dave Ingram sort out some LP's. 
96 WGMB 
Dave Ingram works on construction of the station office. Mr. Evans also serves as WGMB advisor. 
Executive Committee: Morgan Roberts, Verna Hubble, Dave Ingram. 
WGMB 97  
Alpha Psi Omega: Front Row: Marilyn Wampler-president, Mrs. Jopson Lorna Sattler, Mono Powell. Second Row: 
Professor Fuller-advisor, Steve Hale-vice president, Donna Wine, Neal Fitze. 
Mr. J. I. Rodale, author of The Hairy Falsetto, saw his play here. 
Watching a play at Bridgewater, one is almost sure 
to see at least one Alpha Psi Omega member and one 
could probably find others in the all-important back 
stage crews. This organization forms the core of 
dramatic activity 
as it serves as the national honorary dramatic 
fraternity. 
Alpha Psi members don " Sunday dress" for the Homecoming Parade. 
98 ALPHA PSI OMEGA 
One Act Plays and Directors, 1969 
"The Suicide" ............. Steve Hale 
"The Hairy Falsetto" ..... Ginny Miller 
"The Theatre of the Soul" Wayne Rexrode 
It seems every man has woman problems deep at Grandma and the Wolf seem pretty friendly in this version of Red Riding Hood. 
heart. 
Staff and Crew of " Soul": Sitting: D. Seese, D. Ingram. Standing: D. Myers, M. Wampler, J . Koebert, A. Barnhart, N. Fitze, o. Wine, 
W. Rexrode, M. McDonald, G. Waller, J. Pellam, E. Armbruster. 
ONE ACTS 99 
Pinion Players: Front Row: S. Myers, 0 . Mok. M. Wampler, E. Hodge, S. 
Gemold, S. Beckner, S. Hignite, C. Keller, P. Markham. Second Row: 0 . 
McFarland, R. Kulzer. A. Havell, J. Barron, O. Nielsen, V. Morris, S. Hale, 
A. Andes, o . Whealley, J . Mellinger. Tllltd Row: K. Gay, B. Githens, J. 
At a typical Pinion Players meeting each member 
seemed to contribute to the mass confusion, but strict 
order always followed as the Players got down to 
work and the presentation of a variety of dramatic 
presentations. A new policy of 
three night 
runs 
was introduced when Wil liam Shakespeare's classic 
"Twelfth Night'' was given during the fal l and again 
in March for the production of Max Frisch's "The 
Firebugs." Thanksgiving brought a reading of "The 
Thanksgiving Visitor" for convocation and a series of 
one act plays was done under student directors in 
the spring. 
"But Olivia ... " 
Har9et1. B. Geiser!, 0. Trout, E. Armbruster, Mrs. Johnson, Prof. Fuller-
edvosor, N. Fite-president. ·Fourth Row: J. Sheridan. A. Barnhart, A. Baugher, 
M. McOohaldt. J. Koebert. Fiith Row: G. Waller, O. Wine, M. Powell , L 
Sattler, M. L Newman. 
"Give me a turn too, Toby!" 
100 PINION PLAYERS 
" Let's not have a ruckus in here." 
Twelfth Night 
Feste . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steve Hale 
Orsino ........... ........ .. Lester Feldmann  
Fabian ........ .............. .. John Koebert  
Viola . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Connie Keller 
Sir Toby Belch .................. . Neal Fitze  
Maria .. ..... .. ........ . . . ... Jane Mellinger  
Sir Andrew Aguecheek . . ......... Gary Walter  
Malvolio . .................... John Sheridan  
Olivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Susan Hignite 
Antonio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter Markham 
Sebastian . .. .. . .. . ..... . . .... Steve Beckner 
Curio & Priest . . . . . .... ..... Mike L. Newman 
Sea Captain & Officer ... . ...... Ed Armbruster 
Poor Toby 
Mal_yolio sits in the dispair of darkness. "But m'Lady abhors yellow stockings and cross-gartering!" 
TWELFTH NIGHT 101 
Woe ... .. . .. ·· 
The Firebugs 
Gottlieb Biedermann . . . . . . . . . . . Neal Fitze 
Babette Biedermann . . . . . . . . Vickie Morris 
Anna, a maidservant ........ Gilliam Moss 
Sepp Schmitz ............ Steve Beckner 
Willi Eisenring ................ Steve Hale 
A Policeman . . . . . . . . . . Richard McMahan 
A PhD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michael L. Newman 
Mrs. Knechtling ... .... ..... Elaine Murray 
The Chorus of Firemen ...... Lorna Sattler, 
Judy Johnson, Lillie Cubbage, 
Anna Grimm, Mona Powell , Linda 
Fleishman, Joanne Barron Biedermann's attempts are only met by Sepp's persistence.  
Biedermann has no hope left as he is finally " persuaded" to give Willi the matches.  
102 THE FIREBUGS 
The faithful firemen have only disgust for Herr Biedermann. 
Power vs. Fear 
Willi is unruffled by Biedermann's tactful hints. 
The crew clowns white working on construction of the set. 
THE FIREBUGS 103  
Ed Armbruster robes for a performance. 
The contemporary Christmas convocation held this 
year featured the musical talents of the Concert Choir. 
This year was a year of change for the choir in more 
than one way as they updated their format by moving 
toward a more modern 
style. 
The forty member group also performed in a Jazz 
Christian Folk-Musical and in twenty-three churches 
throughout· the Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and 
West Virginia .areas. For the first tim~ non-students 
were accepted into the group as two Bridgewater 
graduates and former choir members were seen in 
the tenor and bass sections. 
Concert Choir: At piano: Jesse Hopkins. Second Row: Mary Beth Myers, 
Joan Gaither, Margie Rice, Greta Krepps, Charlene Good, Phyllis Abshire, 
Ester Ann Clark, Edie Shiflet. Third Row: Linda Morgan, S. Taylor, Joyce 
Coy, Ann Barnhart, Elaine Murray, Ann Stevens. Fourth Row: David Bow• 
man, Becky Myers, G. Burton, Carolyn Kinzie, Connie Blake, Kaye Foster, 
Phyllis Abshire reaches for her halo. 
Linda Fleishman, Eddie Wachter. Fifth Row: David Tate, Brian Holsopple, 
Everett Fisher, Robert Hom, Brent Holl, Welbey Showalter, David Trout, M. 
Phibbs, Paul Higdon. Sixth Row: Steve Hale, Edward Armbruster, Phil Flory, 
Harold Randall, Ted Flory, G. Barnhart, Pete Markham, Abe Evans. Donna 
Wine not pictured. 
104 CONCERT CHOIR 
Chorale: Front Row: Robert Horn, Mona Powell, Becky Myers, David Bow- Tate. Third Row: Mary Beth Myers. Kaye Foster, Linda Moyer. Fourih Row: 
man. Second Row: Linda Fleishman, Elaine Murrey, Joan Gaither, David Ted Flory, Steve Hale, Brien Holsople, Everett Fisher, Paul Higdon. 
Student Director Steve Hale directs during Parents' Day. 
A peppy, brisk manner of singing was one of the trade-
marks of the 1969-70 College Chorale. This sixteen 
member choral ensemble was distinguished by the 
girls' ties and the boys' red 
vests. 
They provided entertainment under the direction of 
Professor Pritchett for programs on Homecoming and 
Parents' Day and at convocations. This year they 
were especially honored by an invitation to perform for 
a special banquet given for Governor-elect Lynwood 
Holton in Richmond. 
CHORALE 105 
Oratorio Choir: Front Row: C. Bruce, M. Long, E. Shifflett, K. Wright, G. Fagan,
E. Wachter, C. Runkles, R. Hottle, K. Flora, J. Cole, J . Clarke, T. Leavell , 0. 
Houff. Second Row: R. Horn, Prof. Barr, 0. Trout, G. Walter, B. Holl, G. Barn-
hart, E. Murray, 0. Tate, A. Barnhart, V. Whitacre, R. Myers, T. Daniel, Or. 
Deardorff, E. Fisher. Third Row: P. Markham, B. Marshall, W. Smith , P. 
Higdon, R. Pelcher, J. Johnson, 0. Wine, J. Gaither, M. Spotts. Fourth Row: 
0. Bowman, B. Holsopple, W. Showalter, Prof. Fuller" Prof. Trout, C. Blake, J . 
Fike, P. Flory, T. Flory, J . Hopkins, C. Pelcher, N. Craun, K. Rogers, G. 
Ebling, L. Fleishman, S. Hale, E. Armbruster, J. Edwards, R. Ludwick, N. Fitze, 
The Bridgewater Church of the Brethren was the 
scene of something new this year as the Oratorio 
Choir performed Arthur Honegger's symphonic psalm 
"king 
david." 
Presented on two Sunday nights before Christmas, the 
work was performed by a hundred plus member choir, 
the wind-percussion e.nsemble, and narrator Frank 
Fuller and was directed by Professor Philip Trout. 
Gary Fagan hits the gong for the Witch of Endor. 
R. Anderson. Fifth Row: M. Wampler, L. Morgan, G. Krepps, C. Kinzle, V. 
P~acock, S. Taylor, K. Foster, V. Bowen, R. Baugher, J. Harman, K. Carlson. 
Sixth Row: K. Shull, N. McKay, J. Barron, A. Havel, B. Forrer, C. Ourgy, A. 
Stevens, K. Kelly, M. Gray, N. Garner, G. Moss, J . Butts, C. French, M. B. 
Myers, J. Mellinger, A. Grimm, B. Robertson, L. Taylor, B. Spangler. Seventh 
Row: S. Axline, B. Turnham, P. Abshire, R. Grant, J . Pellam, C. Good, J . 
Coy, P. Buckner, N. Lancaster, M. May, K. Bradley, A. Clark, M. Kaetze l, 
S. Hardwick, C. Burton, M. Tomarchlo, S. Bent, A. Charron, J. Sulllvan, S. 
Glick, M. Rice, M. Neal, 0. Valentino, E. Binford. 
Professor Trout directs during one of the weekly rehearsals. 
106 ORATORIO CHOIR 
Paul Higdon, Elaine Murrey, Mona Powell, and Dave Tate practice with Chorale. Professor Arbogast directs a practice session.  
The Chorale works with Prof Pritchett.  
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MUSIC GROUPS 107  
The American Guild of Organists, better known on the 
Bridgewater campus as A.G.O., not only toured organs 
in this area, but also saw first hand how organs are 
made. The group visited the Moller 
organ 
factory 
in Hagerstown, Maryland again. This year they also 
played host to the Rockingham chapter of the Guild 
at an organ recital. 
Professor Barr plays on the organ in Cole Hall. 
A.G.O.: Front Row: Professor Barr. Second Row: Mary Beth Myers, Linda Fleishman, Cheri Burton, Carolyn Kinzie, Charlene Kinzie, Charlene 
Good. Third Row: Jesse Hopkins. 
108 A.G.O. 
M.E.N.C.: Front Row: Everett fisher, Linda Fleishman, Phyll is Abshire, Connie 
Blake, Mary Beth Myers. Second Row: Brian Holsopple, Martha Neal, Margie 
Rice, Teresa Daniel. Third Row: M. Phibbs, Donna Wine, Grella Krepps, 
Professor Pritchett serves as M.E.N.C. advisor. 
Charlene Good, Carolyn Kinzie, David Tate. Fourth Row: Steve Hale, Gary 
Fagan, Robert Horn, Professor Pri tchett, Jesse Hopkins. 
Those people interested in music education had an 
opportunity to meet with others with simi lar interests 
through the M.E.N.C. for the purpose of learning and 
of sharing experiences. The national Music Education 
National Conference publishes a magazine which is 
received by the Bridgewater branch and was used to 
further aid the music 
educators 
in the pursuit of their anticipated career. Brian 
Holsopple, a member of the college chapter, ran for 
the Vice-Presidency of the Virginia State Chapter. 
M.E.N.C. 109 
Bridgewater's bands, including both a Concert and a 
Marching Band, came under a new director this year, 
Mr. David Arbogast. The combined bands were kept 
busy throughout the year with football games and 
parades in the fall and a winter concert. With coming 
of spring, the band again organized to give a 
very successful 
concert 
The Pom-pom girls in their new uniforms and the 
majorettes added to the appearance of the Marching 
Band and to the half-time activities during the foot-
ball season. 
Bend: Front Row: Sarona Minnich, Grella Krepps, Edie Shifflett, Clarice 
Runkles. Second Row: Warren Kipps, Mary Spoils, Charlene Good, Janice 
Cole, Mac Long, Dave Tate, Elion Hottle. Third Row: Phil Flory, Everett 
\.., 
Professor Arbogast directs the band at half-time activities. 
Fisher, Margie Rice, Dana Nielsen, David Brown, Brian Holsopple, Robert 
Horn. Fourth Row: Carolyn Kinzje, Eddie Wachter, Gary Fagan, Professor 
Arbogast. -
110 BAND 
Majorettes and Pom-pom girls try another formation. 
Half-time activities are conducted by pom-pom girls and the Marching Band. 
BAND 111  
Executive Committee: Eiieen Kron, Dr. Martin-advisor, Diana  
Harrison, Ralph Galvin-president.  
The Young Republicans, led by President Ralph 
Galvin, had something to celebrate this year as their 
nominee, Lynwood Holton, was elected governor of 
Virginia. All students of the college got a chance 
to see holton 
in action 
as he came to Bridgewater to address a junior-senior 
convocation. The Young Republicans became very 
involved in the 1969 state election as they worked 
and campaigned for Holton and as they watched 
during the wee hours for returns to come in. 
Lynwood Holton addresses B. C. students In convocation. 
Young Repvbllcans: John Fike, Rufus Huffman, Ralph Galvin, David Ziglar,. Phil Whitlock, Kim Troyer, Paul Higdon. 
112 YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
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Young Democrats: John Prichard, Ron Carr. Andy Werthmann, Ellis Hodge. 
This was not the year for Democrats in Virginia as Democrats set up a display on their party's ticket members.  
candidate William Battle was defeated by his oppo- 
nent. At Bridgewater, however, he had many sup- 
porters including the Young Democrats who  
campaigned 
for battle 
and his ticket members. Their activities prior to the 
Nov~mber election included trips to Harrisonburg to 
attend speeches and rallies for the party's candi-
dates and work at the Democratic headquarters 
in Harrisonburg. 
Professor Albright served as advisor to the Y.D. 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS 113 
Debate Club: Front Row: Phil Whitlock-manager, Dale Houff-president. Second Row: Brad Geisert, Richard Babington, 
Lil lie Cubbage, Carolyn French, Bob Carter, Roy Andes. 
Youth was a principle word for the Debate Club as DSR-TKA debaters gather together between se;sions. 
there were no seniors on the squad. Team members 
were full of facts and figures as they debated the 
topic on income tax 
revenue. 
The discussion topic was " Resolved: That the federal 
government shou ld share a specific percentage of its 
income tax revenues with the state governments. " 
Wel l versed in the area of debate, from many prac-
tices, members traveled as far away as New York and 
Alabama. The high point of the year was when Bridge-
water hosted the Regional Delta Sigma Rho-Tau 
Kappa Alpha Tournament. 
Dr. Sappington, advisor. discusses ideas for a tournament. 
114 DEBATE 
Smile - click, click - and the Photo Club strikes 
again. The members of the club can frequently be 
found chasing around campus in search of unusual 
and unique 
pictures. Much of the rest of their time is spent hard 
at work in the dark room in the basement of Bowman 
Hall developing and printing pictures. Besides their 
personal work, the photographers do nearly all of 
the pictures used by the Ripples and The Talon. 
Jim Wallis 
Danny Legge 
Les Feldmann 
Carl Minchew 
PHOTO CLUB 115 
lambda: Front Row: L. Feldmann, M. Hall, B. Armslrong, J. Wine, R. Wyrick,
R. Carr. SDcOnd Row: J. Gar ther, N, McKay, S. E. Myers, J. Barron, K. Long, 
I. Lindquist, M. A. Saunders, G. Lamb. Third Row: M. Phil lippe, M. Gray. K. 
Foster. K. Flora. B. Compton, R. Fitchett, B. Turnham, M. Wampler, M. May. 
Steven Ip and Professor Kirkwood> talk before dinner. 
Fourth Row: S. Ip, Dr. McFadden-president, Or. Mumper-exec. committee, C. 
Pelcher, J. Good. N. Garner, W. Hedrick, M. Hanger, R. Huffman. 0. Houff, 
G. Kisner, B. Car1er, R. Wampler, R. Ferree, Pro f. Kent-vice presidenl , Prof. 
White-secre tary-treasurer. 
Brid'gewater's honor organization, the Lambda Society, 
helped stimulate and award students as they worked 
toward high scholastic achievement. They held three 
dinner meetings with guest speakers. The spring 
meeting featured Doctors Jopson and Mengebier in 
a presentation of the populatioll 
explosion 
This year's fall speaker was a " Nation Geographic 
Magazine" photographer who showed slides of his 
trip down the Colorado River. 
Lambda members enjoy a good dinner at the fall meeting. 
116 LAMBDA 
French Club members Doctor Andes, Ruth Ferree, Connie Keller, and Sue Kinnamon study a map of Paris. 
Dr. Andes works with the tape recorder. 
Wednesday night a dinner was the time when French 
Club members met in the cafeteria for dinner to 
use their 
"francais" 
in a practical situation. Members also went together 
on picnics and sponsored French speakers. This 
year they traveled to Washington, D.C. and ate in a 
French restaurant. This Christmas they entertained 
faculty members with the singing of French carols. 
FRENCH CLUB 117 
Ed Armbruster punches keys 
The solar eclipse was of special interest to the Physics 
Club this year as they traveled to Norfolk, Virginia in 
March to view the lotal 
eclipse 
of the sun. To foster interest in the physical sciences, 
the Physics Club met tw ice a month to hear reports 
and view films and sometimes do a little star-gazing. 
Cheryl Chalmers feeds the computer 
Physics Club: Front Row: Dr. Deardorff, Steven Ip, Gall Mounts, Verna Hubble, Betsy Whitmore, Clarice Ruckles, Karen Smith, Cheryl Cham-
bers-secretary, Mr. Barkey. Second Row: Ed Armbruster-president, Dr. Neher, John Wine-v. pres.-treas., Neil Lefever, Melissa McDonald, 
Rufus Huffman. 
118 PHYSICS 
Business Club: Front Row: Andy Werthmann, Dan Brady- vice presidenl, Barry Brenl Armstrong. Third Row: Dick Ruddle, Bruce Strickland, Dana Law, Jim 
Pflliner-presldenl, Bellie Compton. Second Row: Mike Miller, Louis Ramsey, Clark. Fourth Row: John Ponton, 
Prof Fitchett, advisor, pours himself some coffee. 
Thanks to the Business Club, its members had happier 
birthdays this year. A new project initiated by the club 
enabled parents to order 
birthday
cakes 
for their sons and daughters. Besides regular meet-
ings the club sponsored speakers from Branch Cabell 
Investment Brokers and the Internal Revenue Service. 
Business Club members also traveled to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Richmond for a tour. 
BUSINESS CLUB 119 
Mu Epsilon Mu: Sitting: l. Swartz, C. Evers. M. Heddings, D. Valentino, N.  
Buchanan, D. Warren, S. Garey, D. Smilh, H. Mon1enari. Standing : Miss A. M.  
Myers, A. Rufly, D. Smith, S. Lineweaver, A. Klein, M. Carpenter, S. Gerhold,  
Food and clothing were not the only interests of the 
girls of Mu Epsilon Mu, Bridgewater's home economics 
club. However, both areas were important as the girls 
encouraged 
bridgewater men 
to bake pizzas and modeled in a fashion show. Other 
club activities sponsored by the club were the annual 
Mum Sale at Homecoming and a trip to the Bride's 
House in Harrisonburg. Excitement was high as fa-
cilities of the club were increased in the newly-
constructed Moomaw Hall. 
Professor Anna Mae Myers helps Dana Smith with some fine details. 
H. Stratton, B. Hershner. J. Spencer. S. Hapner. S. Newbrough, C. Groft, S. 
Santonasta110, C. Durgy, S. Maclain, l. Sulser, K. Bal lentine, S. Bent, N. 
McKay, N. Lancaster, L Lawrence, Mrs. Myers. 
Sewing is only one of the talents of most Mu members. 
120 MU EPSILON MU 
The Hillandalers found a new interest on their West Virginia trip. 
Finding relaxement and enjoyment in nature, the 
Hillandalers went on hikes, camped out, and explored 
various exiting 
outdoorsy places 
The main trip of the year was one to the Cass Railroad 
in West Virginia. This trip offered some variation 
from past years as the club members visited a 
specific place as well as cooking, sleeping, and enjoy-
ing themselves outside. 
Hlllandalers: Front Row: Debbie Maynard, Dee Grimm, Lilly  
Whang, Olivia Mok, Jane Ailes. Second Row: Lee Norford, Lev  
Prof Bondurant huddles In the cold. 
Aldridge, Marv Hand, Bev Githens, Saroana Minnich, Joyce 
Hargett, Cheryl Chalmers, John Gressman. 
Mike Newman measures out batter on grill. 
Varsity Club: Front Row: Brian Kennedy, Jerry Spessard, Bruce Cown, Larry 
Ca1penter. Bill Pamplin, Dana Law, Paul Wiseman. Second Row: Steve 
Athletes turn out to be flippers, mixers, and plain good cooks. 
Athletic achievement is a distinguishing feature of 
the members of the Varsity Club. Those members not 
engaged in the seasonal sport were seen selling 
refreshments at football and basketball games. The 
Varsity Club members also showed themselves to be . 
1naster 
chefs 
specializing in pancakes and sausage as they cooked 
and served at the Second Annual Pancake Supper. 
An outstanding athlete was also chosen by the club 
for the honor of the "Athlete of the Month" award. 
Giolelll, Bobby Thompson, Marshall Flora, John Loving, Rodger Doss, Claude 
Simmons, Mike Newman. 
122 VARSITY CLUB 
W.A.A.: Front Row: G. Now1kow1kl. I( Wught, L. Evans, H. Montanari, P. 
Beahm, L Taylor, S. G•~Y. M. Miiier. S Veader. Second Row: F. Reynolds, 
L Moyer, K. Dec111rl, K. Ballentine. v . Bowen, s. Bent, B. Speck, J . Clark. 
Last fall , cries of "Air Raid" and screeches of whistles 
sounded across the Bridgewater campus as members 
of the Women's . Athletic Association initiated the 
"Skunks." W.A.A. helped to run the concession stands 
at football and basketball games and frequently in-
vaded the Dillon Hall kitchen to make their famed 
caramel apples. Many of the girls purchased the 
gree11, 
jackets 
that the club had for the first time. In addition, the 
club was responsible for rewarding an outstanding 
woman athlete with the Athlete of the Month Award 
for her contribution to sports. 
W.A.A. members work on candled apples. 
S. M1rlnd1le, 0 . Forney, J. Modesitt, G. Snuggs. Third Row: B. Spangler, D. 
Valentino, B. Kolscher. J. Cahill, N. Caricofe, J. Webb, M. Carter. 
Sue Martindale and Karen Simmons serve Pepsis at a B·ball game. 
W.A.A. 123 
S.N.E.A.: N. Craun, L. Hollinger, M. Fike, J. Beers, K. Kelly, B. Ward, M. Phillippe, M. Kaetzel, M. Lee, P. Hanley, M. May-president, 
K. Lee, E. Hodge, R. Hottle, S. Straub-secretary, M. Acker-treasurer, R. Grant, K. Hershey, L. Aldridge, J . Throckmorton. 
Dr. Wampler listens during a meeting. 
Future teachers gained added experience and knowl-
edge from the Student National Education Association. 
Such topics as the use of the computor in education. 
Sponsoring the Teachers' Aide Project at the Bridge-
water Elementary School and a new 
"saturday 
adoption" 
program, the S.N.E.A. helped the community at the 
same time as they help students gain experience. 
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It's not bad, just messy. 
BSF members S. Axline, B. Turnham, E. Armbruster, L. Butters, 
G. Lamb, J. Wine and L. Hollinger (sitting) are ready to skate. 
Volleyball, square-dancing, and four-square provided 
entertainment on Sunday evenings for BSF members 
and their friends. To further Christian fellowship, 
the Brethren Student Fellowship also sponsored hikes, 
roller skating, picnics, and hayrides. Members mixed, 
kneaded, sauced, and baked 
pizzas 
to sell at their Annual Pizza Party. In the spring the 
group took a short retreat to Brethren Woods. 
Mike Fike, Dr. Deardorff, Karen Simmons, Larry Hollinger, and Sarah Wine have a discussion. 
B.S.F. 125 
A large group turned out to a speaker sponsored by the Navigators. 
The Navigators sponsored this speaker on campus. 
The religiously oriented clubs on campus pro\iided 
the Bridgewater student with a number of activities-
some religious, some not. The S.0.C. conducted a 
bake sale which made money for the club and also 
helped ward off the hunger pangs of B.C. students. 
The Navigators, a non-denominational group, con-
ducted Bible studies and prayer groups in the dorms. 
Throughout the year they also held rallies and spon-
sored speakers, one of whom spoke on the present 
issue of drugs. Clericus serves as the campus pro-
fessional religious club as it is primarily for those 
interested in church-
related 
vocations. Clericus members attended several theo-
logical conferences this year in Richmond and Chi-
cago and also held winter and spring dinner meetings 
which featured guest speakers. 
12& S.O.C. & NAVIGATORS 
C/er/cus: David Bowman, Melfssa McDonald, Sam Sligar, Jane Baxley, Marilyn Miller, Ron Wyrick-president, Mike Hall-secretary, Willard 
Dulabaum-advisor. 
Dr. Martin explains some points to this bridge group. 
There was nothing wrong with being a dummy this 
year as a number of Bridgewater 
students took up  
bridge  
lessons for a first try at the game. Dr. Martin gave 
lessons to those interested each semester. Groups 
met both in the cafeteria and in Dr. Martin's home 
to learn and finally to play fairly well. 
Barbara Hanback works at the S.0.C. bake sale. 
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128 SPORTS 
spoRts  
SPORTS 129  
Cheerleaders: Becky Hershey, Dotty Valent ino, Chris Miller, Mary Ann Hotchkiss, Lynn Taylor, Eloise Binford, Sharon Dolbear, Joanne 
DeRossl, Jeanne Burroughs. 
Mary Ann Hotchkiss Becky Hershey and Joanne DeRossi, Co-captains 
Chris Miiier 
130 
Lynn Taylor 
Eloise Binford 
Sharon Dolbear 
Yelling their hearts out, our cheerleaders added pep 
to basketball and football games. Led by co-captain 
Becky Hershey and Joanne DeAossi, they did all they 
could to boost the teams. 11.ew 
short skirts 
were donned as the nine girls cheered for the Bridge-
water Eagles. 
Dottie Valentino 
Jeanne Burroughs 
CHEERLEADERS 131 
Bridgewater finally stops the ball. 
Another exciting season was at hand in 1969 even as 
squad members began training in August and working 
daily during the fall to get and keep in good shape. 
Besides these practices the team, Coach Spenser, and 
assistant Coach Whitelow worked hard last spring 
training, working out, and scrimmaging in anticipation 
for the season. One result of this work was seen as 
Marshall Flora captured a place on a Little All-
American team. Another result came as the Eagles 
gave Bridgewater victories 
on homecoming 
and Parents Day. Also won was an exciting game 
played at Towson State but to which many Bridgewater 
fans traveled for an exceptional display of ball work 
by both teams. 
B.C.'s Little All-American Marshall Flora 
Confusion reigns. 
132 FOOTBALL 
Football Team: Front Row: R. Mull ins, H. Riner, A. Tibbs, A. Orr, W. Showalter. Pelcher. R. Silberman, T. Dovel , V. Williams, D. Toney, B. Markowitz. J. 
B. Cowan, M. Flora, G. Klauk, R. Campbell, J. Powell , R. Flickinger, R. Doss, Moore, Rod Gehr. Randy Gehr. Fourth Row: G. Nipe, W. Dodson. D. Chattins, 
B. Jordan, K. Smith. Second Row: R. Mills, W. DeHaven, L. Boyd, J. Kirwin, M. Newman. M. Hill , D. Doherty, M. Eanes, D. Goode, T. Frisby, D. Cronise, 
D. Myers, T. Scinto, L. Blohm, E. Lawson, K. Johnson, P. Von Herbulis, R. R. Hauck. 
Jackson, J. Hul vey. Third Row: B. Bowen, T. Thomp.son, G. McDearmon, R. 
Marshall Flora breaks for a touchdown. 
Bridgewater 13 66 West Va. Tech 
Bridgewater 7 44 Western Maryland 
Bridgewater 6 36 Hampden-Sydney 
Bridgewater 26 0 Gallaudet 
Bridgewater 6 14 Frostburg 
Bridgewater 6 10 Washington & Lee Ellis Lawson tries to intercept a pass. 
Bridgewater 12 19 Shepherd 
Bridgewater 12 47 Randolph-Macon 
Bridgewater 18 16 Towson State 
FOOTBALL 133 
Weather fit for neither man nor beast. Block that pass! 
The tension of a close game is felt on the sidelines. 
134 FOOTBALL 
No matter what happens, don't drop that ball! 
Hold on tight and Go, Eagles, Go! 
The Eagles hit paydirt. 
Ellis Lawson and Doug Chaffins stop this Ram. 
FOOTBALL 135 
Jay Moore adds up some yardage before the opposition closes in. 
Eagles stop the Ram carrier just shy of the first down marker. 
Bridgewater Back Jay Moore finds a wide hole. 
136 FOOTBALL 
Team Trainers: Second and First Gehr, Randy and Rod Pass complete!! 
Strong team effort makes a good match. Power meets power. 
FOOTBALL 137  
Coach Myers gives some quick advice at a time out. Collins works for a good shot. 
Varsity Basketball: Front Row: Tim Cassady, Steve Giolelll. Dennis Woolfrey, Bob Scott, Jim Dickson, Yank Stewart. Second Row: Rick Wampler. 
Mike Nunnally, Ron Cook, Bob Boyle, Tom Clayton, Jim Wampler, Jed Modesitt. 
138 BASKETBALL 
r' 
Bridgewater 87 102 W & L 
Bridgewater 102 92 Davis & Elkins 
Bridgewater 122 70 Gallaudet 
Bridgewater 105 74 Southeastern U 
Bridgewater 115 93 Washington 
Bridgewater 81 70 Western Maryland 
Bridgewater 106 89 Shepherd 
Bridgewater 96 79 Salisbury State• 
Bridgewater 77 94 West Va. Tech · 
Bridgewater 96 79 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 74 99 W & L 
Bridgewater 72 68 Randolph-Macon 
Bridgewater 82 95 Hampden Sydney 
Bridgewater 96 109 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 88 106 U of Baltimore 
Bridgewater 83 71 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 130 95 Shepherd 
Bridgewater 117 79 Gallaudet 
Bridgewater 78 97 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 72 89 Towson State 
Bridgewater 58 100 Randolph Macon 
Bridgewater 107 63 George Mason 
Bridgewater 105 88 Davis & Elkins 
Bridgewater 84 93 Hampden Sydney 
Bridgewater 70 84 Mt. St. Mary's• · 
·Rotary Holiday Tournament 
··Mason-Dixon Conference Tournament 
Three feet never bothered Cook. 
Jim Wampler fights for the jump. 
Bridgewater fans were treated to one of the most 
exciting teams this college has ever had as the Eagles 
averaged 92.1 points per game and scored over one 
hundred points in nine games. Together the basketball 
team was able to boast a 14-11 record. The highlight 
of the season was a 72-68 win 
over randolph-macon, 
the only conference loss of the season for the Yellow 
Jackets. 
Although the team was led throughout the year by 
Dennis Woolfrey, Ron Cook, and Bob Boyle; Coach 
Myers was pleased with the team's balance. This 
year's team will be remembered in particular for 
scoring 130 points in a single game, thus breaking the 
old school scoring record of 128 points in one game. 
Eagles head to defend the basket. 
BASKETBALL 139 
Bob Boyle gets the tap. 
Ron Cook lifts the ball to the basket. 
Jim Wampler shoots for a long one. 
140 BASKETBALL 
Boyle tries for the rebound over the Terrors' heads. 
Two more points from Jim Wampler 
Rick Wampler sends the ball to the Eagles. 
Some fancy ballet work by Stewart. 
BASKETBALL 141 
Jim Wampler holds the lead for Bridgewater. 
Track 
Bridgewater 73Y2 62Y2 Apprentice 
School 
Bridgewater 83 53 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 74 71 Washington
& Lee 
Bridgewater 81Y2 54Y2 Hampden-
Sydney 
Bridgewater 66 70 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 75Y2 60Y2 Randolph-
Macon 
Small College State Meet 
Bridgewater 76 71 Roanoke 
35 Randolph-
Macon 
31 Hampden-
Sydney 
22 Lynchburg 
16 E.M.O. 
3 Christopher 
Newport 
Track Team: Front Row: L. Humphreys, J. Wampler, K. Richards, M. Trout, 
T. Westhafor, C. Sellers, B. Kennedy, D. Law. Second Row: R. Stultz. C. 
Fairch ilds, B. Pamplin, A. Ritchie, B. Aunnlnger, L. Carpenter, E. Neff, 
Ken Richards gets more points with a first place finish. 
L. Carter, J , Dudash. Third Row: B. Carter, B. Cowan, M. McConnell, J. 
Prichard, R. Potcher, B. Price, H. Hedley, J. Clark. 
142 CROSS COUNTRY & TRACK 
Ken Richards goes way up In his broad jump.  
Terry Westhafer displays that extra winning power.  
Tom Dittrick prepares to hurl the discus . . 
Both the cross country and track team did very well 
against strong area competition as the harriers carried 
a winning record of 4-1 and the cross country team 
pulled a strong 5-1 record in dual meets. Under the 
direction of "Doc" Jopson both teams contributed 
so that Bridgewater captured two first places 
in the 
little eight 
Conference. Freshmen runners were especially wel-
comed this fall after top runner Charlie Fairchilds 
came out with a broken leg. 
Cross Country 
Bridgewater 22 38 E.M.C. 
Bridgewater 18 49 
Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 39 22 
Bridgewater 39 22 V.M.I. 
Bridgewater 18 42 W. & L. 
Bridgewater 19 39 
Roanoke 
Little Eight Meet-First 
Place 
State Meet-Sixth Place 
Conference Meet- Fourth 
Place 
•Low score wins. 
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Wayne Carpenter singles to score Ellis Lawson from third. 
This year with Coach Jim Reedy at the controls, the 
Bridgewater baseball team played a schedule com-
prised entirely of doubleheaders. The Eagles found 
the going rather tough in posting a 5-11 recor9, but 
they did manage a come-from-behind doubleheader 
sweep 
over shepherd college 
which highlighted the season. Co-captains Wayne 
Carpenter and Jesse Lynch handled the pitching as-
signments along with Ray Wiltbank while Butch Wells, 
Steve Gioielli, Akron Ayaub and Mike Tyson came 
through with the clutch hits. 
Baseball Team: B. Mullins, E. Lawson, B. Thompson, B. Buns, A. Ayoub, M. Tyson, W. Carpenter, G. Crider, T. Phillips, 0 . Fears, J. Echard, Coach Reedy, L. Blohm, 
L Heatwole. 8. Wells. 
144 BASEBALL 
Bridgewater 0 
0 
3 
5 
Frostburg 
Bridgewater 0 6 
2 
v.c.u. 
Bridgewater 5 
2 
3 
3 
Gallaudet 
Bridgewater 7 
10 
0 
9 
Shepherd 
Bridgewater 6 
2 
1 
6 
Baltimore u. 
Bridgewater 2 
4 
3 
8 
Hampden Sydney 
Bridgewater 2 
5 
1 
13 
Washington and Lee 
Bridgewater 3 4 
5 
Lynchburg 
Coach Reedy gives Eagles a pre-gamo brief. 
Steve Glolelll slides safely into second. 
Butch Wells hits a long one to left field. 
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Bridgewater Yz BV2 v.c.u. 
Bridgewater 4 Yz 4V2 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 1 8 Madison 
Bridgewater 1 8 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 2 7 W & L 
Bridgewater 2 7 Randolph-
Macon 
Bridgewater 1 8 Madison 
Bridgewater 0 9 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 2 7 Hampden-
Sydney 
Bridgewater 3 6 Lynchbu rg 
Under the direction of Coach Sam Gross, a group of 
golf fanatics were out on the links this spring trying 
to rack up some victories for Bridgewater College. 
Although they did not have a winning season, the team 
led by  
millner and ruddle  
won more match points than any previous Bridgewater 
team. All six starters are returning for the 1970 year. 
Millner and Ruddle represented B.C. in the N.C.A.A. 
College Division Championship at Albuqurque, New 
Mexico this year. 
Dick Ruddle was one of the men to represent B.C. at N.p.A.A. 
Golf Team: Charles Leiter, Rob Sharps, Ron Millner, Dick Ruddle, Frank Thacker Jim Faidley. 
146 GOLF 
Bridgewater 4 5 Madison 
Bridgewater 6 3 E.M.C . . 
Bridgewater O 9 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 0 9 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 0 9 Hampden-Sydney 
Bridgewater O 9 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 6 3 Madison 
Bridgewater 6 3 E.M.C. 
Bridgewater O 9 Lynchburg 
Tennis Team: Steve Hollinger, Dennis Sanger, Bill Ryan, Tom Murray, Ted Shuey, Ron Young,
Dennis Turner. 
Ron Young v·olleys for a point. 
High spirit and desire were always evident even as the 
tennis team posted their 3-6 record. Bridgewater de-
feated Eastern Mennonite College twice, but the real 
highlight of the season came on May Day week-
end when b.c. 
defeated 
madison 
Coach Charles Wampler led the men well as the team 
worked with singles and doubles. Strong players in-
clude Steve Hollinger, Dennis Sanger, and doubles 
team of Tom Murray and Bill Ryan. 
Bill Ryan returns with a strong backhand. 
TENNIS 147 
Bridgewater 2 1 Madison 
Bridgewater 1 1 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 0 4 William & Mary 
Bridgewater 0 1 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 1 v.c.u. 
Bridgewater 4 Towson 
Bridgewater 3 Mary Washington 
Bridgewater 1 O Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 2 3 Madison 
Bridgewater 0 2 Roanoke 
Blue Ridge Tournament 
Bridgewater 4 1 Randolph-Macon 
Bridgewater 3 O Sweet Briar 
Girls from each team battle it out. 
Both Varsity and Junior Varsity Field Hockey teams 
did very well this year with 6-4-2 varsity and 
Junior Varsity 
Bridgewater 0  
Bridgewater 4  
Bridgewater 1  
Bridgewater 3  
Bridgewater 3  
Bridgewater O  
Bridgewater 3  
Bridgewater 8  
Bridgewater 1  
Bridgewater 3  
4 Madison 
O Lynchburg 
O William & Mary 
0 Roanoke 
0 V.C.U. 
2 Towson 
0 Mary Washington 
0 Lynchburg 
O Madison 
o Roanoke 
8-2Bridgewater's defense goes to work. 
junior varsity 
season records. The Blue Ridge Field Hockey Asso-
ciation Tournament also meant victories for the varsity 
team as it competed at the Madison campus in 
early November. 
Golf anyone? 
148 HOCKEY 
Excitement is high for the girls off the field. too. Barb Kolscher tries to get the ball during a practice. 
Hockey Team$; Front Row; F. Reynolds. J. Webb, s . Bortner, o. Montgomery, K. OeCesari, K. Bafllntin, S. Bent. Fourth Row: Miss Mapp-coach. V. Snuggs, 
R. Speck. Second Row: M. Bare, M. Carter, N. Caricofe. E. A. Clark. B. Monk, J. Cahall, R. Ferree. N. Boller. 
B. kofscher, M. A. Sanders. Third Row: K. Scharon, S. Martindale, O. Forney, 
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All are waiting for the toss. 
Brfdgewater 55 37 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 38 42 Eas1 Mennonite 
Bridgewater 39 27 Western Maryland 
Bridgewater 40 35 Westhampton 
Bridgewater. 65 50 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 38 56 Old Dominion 
Bridgewater 50 49 V.C.U. 
Bridgewater 60 33 Hollins 
Bridgewater 64 27 Elizabethtown 
Bridgewater 38 46 Longwood 
Bridgewater 60 27 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 76 26 Maryland 
Bridgewater 62 32 Madison 
Sports Day 
Bridgewater 51 33 Randolph-Macon 
Bridgewater 43 11 Christopher Newport 
Bridgewater 39 30 Westhampton 
Barb Kolscher tries for the basket 
Vars/ly Basketball: Mary Anna Sanders. Ginny Snuggs, Jo Cahill, Nancy Boller, Nancy Caricofe, Marci Carter. 
150 BASKETBALL 
Junior Varsity Basketball Team : Dee Forney, Barb Kolsher, Sue Martindale, Becky Speck, Kathy 
Team records of the women's Basketball Team were 
something to be proud of for all Bridgewater students 
as the girls finished with a 13-3 
overall 
season record. The Eaglettes managed to defeat well 
all three opponents on Sports Day. Team members 
tried to encourage attendance at home matches by 
announcing games. The girls did a lot of traveling 
this year especially at the beginning of the season 
when no games were held on the home court. 
Ginny Snuggs tapes Jo Cahill 's ankle before a game. 
DeCeseri. 
Junior Varsity 
Bridgewater 37 40 Lynchburg 
Bridaewater 26 41 E M C 
Bridgewater 38 32 Mary Baldwin 
Bridgewater 39 37 Westhampton 
Bridgewater 52 30 Lyncnburg 
Bridgewater 41 26 V.C.U. 
Bridgewater 35 36 Hollins 
Bridgewater 26 37 Longwood 
Bridgewater 32 36 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 18 45 Marvland 
Bridgewater 42 45 Madison 
Mary Anna Sanders makes a hard-earned two points. 
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Varsity Lacrosse: Front Row: Jill Clark, Bocky Speck, Sue Martindale, Doe 
Forney, Joyce Webb, Gwen Powell. Second Row: Mrs. Gross-coach, Karen 
An exciting season was experienced by the Eaglettes 
of the varsity lacrosse team especially as the girls 
won two of their three tournament games. From the 
team Bridgewater had chosen five girls to 
all-state teams. 
Ginny Snuggs was chosen to the first team. Second 
teamers from B.C. were Mary Anna Saunders, Becky 
Speck, and Joyce Webb. Anna May Donnelly was 
chosen as a substi tute. This year also brought a more 
organized J.V. team to the campus lacrosse field. 
Bridgewater 4 9 Mary Washington 
Bridgewater 7 17 Frostburg State 
Bridgewater 13 10 Sweet Briar 
Bridgewater 11 4 Longwood 
Bridgewater 7 5 Lynchburg· 
Bridgewater 6 13 Hollins 
Bridgewater 5 15 Madison 
Virginia Women's Tournament 
Bridgewater 9 7 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 1 15 William & Mary 
Bridgewater 8 3 Westhampton 
Wrlghl, Mary Anna Sanders, Ginny Snuggs, Nancy Caricofe, Sandy Bent, 
Terry Mclnlyre, Patty Brashears. 
Mary Anna Sanders is on target for the pass. 
Junior Varsity 
Bridgewater 5 6 Longwood 
Bridgewater 15 2 Lynchburg 
Bridgewater 9 12 Madison 
152 LACROSSE 
Ginny Snuggs fires a shot for the goal. 
Junior Varsity Lacrosse: Front Row: Rosemary Cave, Arlene Morris, Jiii Moss. Judy Parkhill, Ann Scharon, Ann Scott. Second 
Row: Maryanne Van leer, Karen Simmons, Linda Moyer, Kathy Ballantine, Mellsaa McDonald, Peggy Gray, Paulette Long. 
LACROSSE 153 
Bridgewater O 7 Madison 
Bridgewater 7 0 Old Dominion 
Bridgewater 7 0 Roanoke 
Bridgewater 1 6 Sweet Briar 
Brfdgewater 4 3 Longwood 
Bridgewater 4 V2 2V2 Westhampton 
Bridgewater 5 2 Madison 
Bridgewater 4 1 v.c.u. 
Junior Varsity 
Bridgewater o 5 Harrisonburg H.S. 
Bridgewater 1 4 Lee H.S. 
Bridgewater 2 3 Madison College 
Bridgewater O 5 Harrisonburg H.S. 
Bridgewater 3 2 Wilson H.S. 
Varsity Tennis: Front Row: Sue Cope, Carol Bucher, Janet Simpson, Jody Modesitt, Ann Miller.  
Second Row: Judy Ballard, Ruth Ferree, Margie Young, Karen Muntaln, Nancy Boller, Caroline Gatten.  
The Women's Tennis Team displayed good form and Janet Simpson digs hard for the shot 
organization which resulted in a 6-2 record for their 
season. Last spring's victories included matches 
against Old Dominion and Roanoke Colleges in which 
Bridgewater twice left its 
opponents scoreless. 
The Junior Varsity team aiso worked hard in compe-
tition with Madison and area high school teams. 
Candy Hutchison picks up pointers from Miss Mapp. 
-----" \ 
~ 
Junior Varsity Tennis: Front Row: Candy Hutchison, Linda Andes. Second Row; 
Mary Ann Elchisak, Nancy Carter, Becca Monk, Sharon Hancock, Eiieen Kron. 
154 TENNIS 
Varsity scorekeeper Ken Crites (right) and timekeeper Paul O'Connor {left) put in much time to help the basketball team.  
Cheerleaders and the headless Bridgewater Eagle take time out from cheering to watch the team.  
NON-VARSITY ACTIVITIES 155  
The competitiveness of intramural basketball is strong. 
156 NON-VARSITY ACTIVITIES 
Dennis Doherty scores for " B" League champion Wardo. Turkey Race Winners R. Stultz, L. Humphreys, and R. Ritchie. 
"All for Bridgewater stand up and holler!!!!!!" 
NON-VARSITY ACTIVITIES 157  
158 STUDENTS 
stub€nts 
STUDENTS 159  
Jeff Hofland, President 
Liz Miller, Secretary 
Tom Long, Treasurer 
rneshman class 
Brian Montague, Vice-President 
Professor Corbin, Advisor 
160 FRESHMEN 
' 
\ /" 
Phyllis Abshire Tommy Anderson Robert Anderson Roy Andes Janice Arone 
Kenny Barnes 
Glenn Barnhart 
Jane Baxley 
Patricia Beahm 
Dwight Beard 
Steve Beckner 
Gretchen Beerbower 
Sharon Blanton 
Jeanne Block 
Deborah Bohrer 
Stephanie Bortner 
Larry Boyd 
David Brown Janice Brown Nina Buchanan Gay Bunting Cheri Burton 
FRESHMEN 161 
Jan Butts Donnie Campbell Char Cantor Amy Charron Christine Chesneau 
Pattie Chronister 
Eddie Clark 
Neva Clayton 
Steve Claytor 
Debbie Cline 
J. H. Cline 
Thomas Colby 
Janice Cole 
Doug Comfort 
Laura Connell 
Mike Conner 
Bill Crist 
Kenneth Crites Douglas Cronise lillle Cubbage Teresa Daniel Connie Deavers 
162 FRESHMEN 
- ., 
Kathy DeCesarl 
Nita Doody 
Patty Delauter 
Susan Dorrell 
Robert Van Den Berg asks if she understands what's going on. 
class or 1973 
Kenneth Dowd 
Glen Draper 
Charles Dull 
Tom Durrer 
Merry Egge 
Allee Eubanks 
Gary Fagen 
Adele Fergusson 
Pat Fielder 
Margaret Fleming 
Bob Flickinger 
Carol Flora 
FRESHMEN 163 
Harlow Flory 
Debbie Fogle 
David Forbes 
Betty Forrer 
Jack Foster 
John Frank 
Carolyn French 
Susan Garey 
Cindy Gates 
Bradley Geisert 
Stanley Getz 
Judy Glick 
class o~ t973  
Shelley Glick 
John Gohde 
David Goode 
Ruth Grant 
Champe Green 
Ronnie Green 
164 FRESHMEN 
John Gressman 
Anna Grimm 
Robert Haer 
Pamela Hanley 
Sally Hardwick 
Judy Harman 
Mary Bert Hawkins 
Steve Heinen 
Rodney Helbert 
Beth Hershner 
Susan Hignite 
Cathy Hildreth 
" Do you know where the post office is?" 
Marshall Hill 
Jimi Hodges 
FRESHMEN 165  
Freshmen students and parents are served "punch" during Freshmen Orientation.  
Jeffrey Holland Mary Ann Hotchkiss Ellen Hottle Richard Houck Martha Hubbard  
Roger Huffman James Hulvey Diane Hutton Carl Jenkins Judy Johnson 
Bruce Jordan Steven Judy Sue Kinnamon Gary Koogler Roberta Kosinski 
/ 
166 FRESHMEN 
Patricia Koziel 
Bruce Kubernuk 
Regina Kulzer 
Susan Kutz 
Debby Leder 
Neil Lefever 
Vicki Lippy 
Joe Litten 
Omer Long 
Thomas long 
Janice Maier 
Darlene Mann 
Sue Veader eats her scrumptious chicken dinner. 
class of 1973 
Peter Markham 
Barry Markowitz 
FRESHMEN 167 
• • 
Randy Mauzy Pat Mayeda George McDearmon Dick McMahan Chris Miller 
class o~ t973 
Liz Miller 
Marilyn Miller 
Billy Mills 
Jill Milstead 
Carl Minchew 
Jed Modesitt 
Karen Monk 
Brian Montague 
Helen Montanari 
"Well, where's the precipitate?" 
Vickie Morris Gail Mounts Martha Neal Dana Nielsen Ronald Nolley 
168 FRESHMEN 
/ 
Gall Nowakowski Candice Nye Toni Parker Walter Peoples Merlin Peterson 
Richard Pelcher 
Karen Presgrave 
Pat Quann 
Charlie Queen 
Donna Reed 
Joe Rinehart 
Faith Reynolds 
Haywood Riner 
Vickie Ritter 
Bonnie Robertson 
Karen Rogers 
Clarice Runkles 
Bobby Scott 
Ray Jr. Shipe 
Welby Showalter 
Robbie Silberman 
FRESHMEN 169  
Dorothy Smedley Dana Smith Douglas Smith Ginny Smith Karen Smith 
Mike Spangler Barbara Stumpf Janean Sullivan Sandy Taylor Donald Teter 
' 
Murray Thompson Vincent Thompson Blake Todd Mary Tomarchio Susan Trommler 
"As usual, nothing to do around here." 
170 FRESHMEN 
David Trout Janice Veach Susan Veader Robin Vogle Thomas Voight 
I 
I, 
.. 
Steve, I'm sur,e I heard someone say "Timber!" 
class of 1973 
Janice White Betsy Whitmore 
Jamie Walters 
Joni Walton 
Eleanor Warren 
Kirk Ways 
Ann Wheatley 
Connie White 
Shirley Wilson 
; 
Conrad Wyrick John Zack 
FRESHMEN 171  
..... 
Bob Carter, Vice President 
Joanne Barron, Secretary 
Buddy Bosserman, President 
sophomon€ class 
Ruth Ferree, Treasurer Professor Barkey, Advisor 
172 
Ric Adams 
Jane Ailes 
Fred Amrhein 
Brent Armstrong 
John Ballurio 
Ann Barnhart 
Sam Barrett 
Joanne Barron 
f , 
Rhonda Baugher 
Dede Beckwith 
Duane Bell 
Eloise Binford 
Larry Blohm 
David Boling 
Sandy Bolton 
Buddy Bosserman 
Bruce Bowen 
Vicky Bowen 
Mark Bowman 
Karen Bradley 
Roger Brookes 
Frank Brugh 
Doris Bryant 
Daniel Bushey 
Bob Byers 
Jo Ann Cahall 
Karen Carlson 
Martha Carpenter 
Bob Carter 
Gordon Carvutto 
Doug Chaffins 
Cheryl Chalmers 
Card-playing is a favorite Eyrie pastime. 
I 
I  
174 SOPHOMORES 
122383 
Jeff Chase 
James Clark 
Lindy Coiner 
Bruce Cowan 
Whitney Critzer 
John Crowe 
Janet Cutler 
Deborah Dandridge 
Pam Derrenger 
Nick DiBiase 
Jim Dickson 
Dennis Doherty 
class of 1972  
I 
Louise Dolly 
Morris Eanes 
Marty Eller 
Layton Evans 
Nancy Evans 
Teresa Fackett 
Doug Fears 
Ruth Ferree 
' ,,.,.. 
SOPHOMORES 175 
David Fike  
John Fike  
Jim Fisher  
Karen Flora  
Phil Flory 
Nancy Garner 
Kathy Gay 
Randy Gehr 
Sally Gerhold 
Bev Githens 
Alexis Gore 
Linda Gotthardt 
Eloise Binford, lost in her own thoughts. class o~ 1972 
Margaret Gray  
Linda Guempel  
Mike Hall 
Sharon Hancock 
176 SOPHOMORES 
Jim Dickson and Mike Via ln a weekly chore. 
Stewart Hannah 
Joyce Hargett 
Kathy Harrington 
Dave Harris 
Diana Harrison 
Avis Havel 
Karen Hershey 
Kirk Higdon 
Connie Flora and Gary Walter have a small run-in. 
Terry Hillerich 
Ellie Hodge 
Janet Hollinger 
Bob Holman 
SOPHOMORES 177 
Brian Holsopple 
Diantha Holt 
Robert Horn 
Susie Horst 
Dale Houff 
Marte Hubbard 
Verna Hubble 
Larry Humphreys 
Barbara Ikenberry 
David Ingram 
Ron Jackson 
Craig Jacobs 
Keith Johnston 
Jay Jones 
Michael Jones 
Connie Keller 
Ilona Kerestesy 
Steve Kessler 
Carolyn Kinzle 
Gary Kisner 
class of t972  
178 SOPHOMORES 
Gretta Krepps 
Michael Kyles 
Nancy Lancaster 
Larry Lawrence 
Linda Lawrence 
Mary Lay 
Mike Layman 
Susan Lerch 
Paulette Long 
Terry Looney 
Nancy Lucas 
Rick Ludwick 
Budd~, do you have a problem with photographers? The Bridgewater College Sanitation Crew. 
SOPHOMORES 179  
Mike Mason 
Debbie Maynard 
Linda Lawrence reads her paper after lunch. 
Ron Mills 
Jody Modesitt 
Olivia Mok 
Alan Morgan 
Robert Morris 
Shawn Morris 
Terry Morris 
Bob Myers 
Nancy McKay 
Janie Mellinger 
Dean Boreman gave such good advice in the Sophomore skit. 
I 
Sue Ellen Myers 
Ernie Neff 
Tom Neff 
Pele Nazarko 
class o~ 1972 
John Sheridan likes chocolate alt year round. 
Alan O'Neal 
Pat Paulus 
Vickie Peacock 
Terry Penick 
Ronald Patcher 
Carol Prall 
Fred Rankin 
Judy Richardson 
Margie Rice 
Linda Ridinger 
Sharon Ritenour 
Greer Robinson 
SOPHOMORES 181 
Penny Rucker 
Buddy Ruffner 
Robert Runninger 
Tom Scinto 
Ann Scott 
Jean Shaffer 
Karen Simmons 
Virginia Snuggs 
Valli Snyder 
Barb Spangler 
Becky Speck 
Daryl Speicher 
Suzi Straub 
Lynn Taylor 
John Terpenning 
Frank Thacker 
Wayne Toler 
Sheila Tracey 
George Tulli 
Kathy Upperman 
class o~ 1972  
182 SOPHOMORES 
Dottie Valentino 
Maryanne Van leer 
Margaret Vaught 
Gary Waller 
S,tephen Wampler 
Wayne Wampler 
Andrew Werthmann 
Vickie Wh itacre 
Elizabeth Wilson 
John Wine 
Chuck Woodruff 
Steven Wong 
A careful aim is taken by Sharon Hancock. 
David Zigler 
Caz Zuckerman 
SOPHOMORES 183  
Jerry Spessard, Vice President 
Larry Glick, President 
JUOIOR class 
Brenda Houff, Secretary Tom Murray, Treasurer 
Professor Barnett, Advisor 
Ill 
:• --
184 JUNIORS 
Ed Armbruster 
Tom Barnhart 
Louise Butters 
Esther Clark 
Gary Anderson 
Gail Bankes 
Pat Buckner 
Tim Cassady 
", 
Susan Axline 
Connie Blake 
Dorcas Campbell 
Judi Clarke 
Richard Babington 
Webb Booker 
John Carroll 
Keith Clayton 
Kathy Ballantine 
David Bowman 
class or 1971 
Marcia Carter 
Judy Cook 
' 
. • 
. ' 
I 
,.. ·"'·· ' 
JUNIORS 185 
Ron Cook Gary Crider Louise Daughaday Joanne DeRossi Robert Dey 
Wayne Dodson 
Roger Doss 
Tom Dovel 
Bettie Downey 
Tom Downey 
Kenny Economou 
Jack Hill browses in the library. 
Jarrett Edwards Denny Eye Jim Faidley Rick Fawley Les Feldmann 
186 JUNIORS 
Gery Fetzer Everett Fisher Ruth Fitchett Neal Fltze June Flora 
class or 1971 
Karl Flora 
Marshall Flora 
Larry Glick snoozes between sentences. 
Doris Forney Kaye Foster Millison French Greg Frldlnger Joan Gaither 
, ._  
JUNIORS 187 
Ralph Galvin Caroline Gatten Martha Germann Steve Gioielll Larry Glick 
Charlene Good 
Marvin Hand 
Martha Hanger 
Donna Harner 
Jane Hartman 
Wilma Hedrick 
Nancy Woodward points out the movie to be shown 
this week. 
Paul Higdon Jack Hill Sandra Holbrook Larry Hollinger Bill Hopkins 
188 JUNIORS 
I 
Brenda Houff 
Jim Irving 
Marijean Kaetzel 
Barb Kolscher 
Rufus Huffman  
Hal Jackson  
class or 1971 
Kay Kelly Warren Kipps Judy Koch John Koebert 
Ellen Koogler Eileen Kron Greg Lam Georgia Lamb 
Vanna Rehmeyer finds another mimeographed notice. 
JUNIORS 189 
Ellis Lawson Charles Leite;r Leon Lenker Jean Leppington Bernice Lilly 
Irene Lundquist Gail Marlin Larry Matthews Sharon McClain Melissa McDonald 
Judy Richardson and Roger Doss re lax in the lobby. 
class o~ t97t 
Teresa Mcintire Ron Millner 
Sarona Minnich Jay Moore 
190 JUNIORS 
Linda Morgan 
Tom Morin 
Jill Moss 
Linda Moyer 
Robert Mullins 
Tom Murray 
Doug Myers 
Janet Myers 
Rebecca Myers  
Nadia Nastisin  
" Free at last!!" 
.. ,. 
JUN IORS 191 
Clayton Neal  
Susi Parker  
class of 1971 
Mike Poland  
Ray Ritchie  
Mike Newman Phil Newsom 
Steve Patterson Joyce Pellam 
John Ponton John Price 
Rick Rizzuto Randy Robinson 
Lee Norford 
Martha Phillippe 
Louis Ramsey 
Dick Ruddle 
Bill Pamplin 
Carol Phill ips 
Vanna Reymeyer 
Rita Rutty 
192 JUNIORS 
Diane Rusnak Lorna Sattler Sue Schramm Robert Sharps Edie Shiflet 
Randy Shipe 
Jerry Shipplett 
Roller Shipplett 
Barbara Simmons 
Claude Simmons 
Mary Simpson 
Indian art appeared in the Artmoblle this fall. 
Sam Sligar Jerry Spessard Mary Spotts Joe Stefanelli Jerry Strasser 
JUNIORS 193 
John Sullivan John H. Swartz John R. Swartz Roger Stultz David Tate 
class o~ t 97t 
Ken Taylor Janet Throckmorton 
Ann Trobaugh Kim Troyer 
Barbara Turnham Mike Tyson Eddie Wachter Philip Walker Jim Wampler 
194 JUNIORS 
Marilyn Wampler Anna Ward Joyce Webb Butch Wells Phillip Whitlock 
Here's hoping the Ice will hold up! 
Linda Whitmore Ray Wiltbank Donna Wine Sarah Wine Nancy Woodward 
JUNIORS 195 
Brian Kennedy, Vice President 
sen10R class 
Ann Mccown, Treasurer 
Ron Hottle, President 
Pam McGrath, Secretary 
Doctor Martin, Advisor 
196 SENIORS 
MARY RUTH ACKER  
Sociology  
Perryville, Maryland  
JANE CARROLL BEERS 
.. Sociology 
Trumbull, Connecticut 
NANCY FLOBETH BOLLER  
Physical Education  
Thurmont, Maryland  
• 
DOUGLAS HARRY ALBRECHT  
General Science  
Towson, Maryland  
GLENDON GARY BELL  
History  
Woodstown, New Jersey  
GARY DEAN BOOKOUT  
Biology  
Tremont, Illinois  
LAVENIA SUSAN ALDRIDGE  
English  
Danville, Virginia  
CAROL ANN BENGTSON  
Sociology  
Mclean, Virginia  
SANDRA RITTER BOWEN  
English  
Winchester, Virginia  
ROBERT LONG AL TIC, JR. 
General Science 
Roanoke, Virginia 
SANDRA ELIZABETH BENT  
Sociology  
Baltimore, Maryland  
ROBERT DRURY BOYLE  
Business Administration  
Baltimore, Maryland  
SENIORS 197 
DANIEL PAUL BRADY PATRICIA LAWTHER BRASHEARS CARLOS GLENN BRUCE 
Business Administration English Music Education 
Pompton Plains, New Jersey Vineland, New Jersey Alexandria, Virginia 
JEANNE HARDWICKE  
BURROUGHS  
History & Political Science  
Falls Church, Virginia  
ELLEN SUE BYERLY  
Mathematics  
Mount Solon, Virginia  
CHARLES THEODORE CAMPBELL 
Business Administration 
Baltimore, Maryland 
LARRY WAYNE CARTER  
Sociology  
Roanoke, Virginia  
Sue Hearn's ready to ride wild and free. 
NANCY ELAINE CARICOFE LINDA JEAN CARR PAUL RONALD CARR 
Physical Education General Science History 
Bridgewater, Virginia Harrisonburg, Virginia Harrisonburg, Virginia 
198 SENIORS 
class o~ 1970  
NANCY RUTH CARTER  
English  
Falls Church, Virginia  
... 
LINDA GALE CLAYTON  
History & Political Science  
Boones Mill, Virginia  
ANNA ELIZABETH CONNELLY  
German  
Bound Brook, New Jersey  
HESSIE HARRIS CHANDLER  
History  
Washington, D. C .  
PH ILEMON RAY CLAYTOR  
History  
Grottoes, Virginia  
CANDACE LYNN COREY  
Sociology  
Florham Park, New Jersey  
MARY KATHRYNE CHRISTIAN  
French  
Fairfax, Virginia  
GREGORY LEO COFFMAN  
Biology  
Harrisonburg, Virginia  
JOYCE WINTERS COY  
Music Education  
Mercersburg, Pennsylvania  
JEANNETTE ANN CLARK  
Business Administration  
Luray, Virginia  
BETTIE LOUISE COMPTON  
Economics  
Manassas, Virginia  
NANCY LEE CRAUN  
Spanish  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
SENIORS 199 
class or 1970  
GARY WAYNE DALTON  
History  
Blackstone, Virginia  
•  
KAREN LEIGH DARSCH  
Sociology  
Annandale, Virginia  
D'EARCY PAUL DAVIS Ill  
Business Administration  
Harrisonburg, Virginia  
SHARON JORDAN DOLBEAR  
Sociology  
Cranford, New Jersey  
Mike Mastropaolo carefully molds his "creation." 
JANICE PITTS DEYERLE  
French  
Roanoke, Virginia  
JAMES EDWARD DUPREIST, JR.  
History & Political Science  
Richmond, Virginia  
200 SENIORS 
CAROL LYNNE DURGY  
Biology  
Middlefield, Connecticut  
._JESSE MICHAEL ESTES  
History & Political Science  
Madison, Virginia  
LINDA GRACE FLEISHMAN  
Music Education  
Boones Mill, Virginia  
ALAN WOODROW EDWARDS  
General Science  
Penn Laird, Virginia  
CAROLYN TOLLEY EVERS  
Home Economics  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
THEODORE WENDELL FLORY  
Physics  
Waynesboro, Virginia  
JOYCE HUDSON EDWARDS  
Bioloqy  
Lorton, Virginia  
CHARLES WAMPLER FAIRCHILDS  
Economics  
Richmond, Virginia  
ALICE LORRAINE FOWLER  
Sociology  
Upper Marlboro, Maryland  
SARA DIANE EINZIGER  
Sociology  
Clark, New Jersey  
JOSEPH FRANCIS FISHER. JR.  
English  
Falls Church, Virgin ia  
CARL RODERICK GEHR  
Biology  
Hagerstown, Maryland  
SEN IORS 201 
JACOB WARREN GOOD Ill  
Economics  
Mount Jackson, Virginia  
CAROL LEE GROFT  
French  
Westminster, Maryland  
MARILYN LOIS HEDDING$  
Home Economics  
Catlett, Virginia  
LOWELL HERRING GOOD  
Sociology  
Port Republic, Virginia  
STEPHEN ALLEN HALE  
Music Education  
Roanoke, Virg inia  
DALLAS T. HEILMAN II 
Business Administration 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
• 
GEORGE RALPH GORDON, JR.  
History & Political Science  
Louisa, Virginia  
JEANETTE RUTH HALPIN  
English  
Annandale, Virginia  
CHERYL WILLIAMS HENRY  
Sociology  
Falls Church, Virginia  
HERBERT DUDLEY GORDON  
Biology  
Aulander, North Carolina  
JUNE ELIZABETH HAMBLIN  
Sociology  
Roanoke, Virginia  
SANDRA ELIZABETH HEPNER  
Biology  
Mount Jackson, Virginia  
202 SENIORS 
class o~ t970  
DONNA ANN HESS  
Sociology  
Bentonville, Virginia  
REBECCA JO HERSHEY  
German  
Staunton, Virginia  
STEPHEN LEE HOLLINGER  
Biology  
Stuarts Draft, Virg inia  
JESSE EVANS HOPKINS, JR.  
Music Education  
Pulaski, Virginia  
JOHN THOMPSON HOPKINS  
Biology  
Hagerstown, Maryland  
PRISCILLA BABBS HOPKINS , Sociology 
McLean, Virginia 
• 
RANDOLPH THOMAS HOOKE  
Biology  
Monterey, Virginia  
Juniors and Seniors leave Convocation. 
RONALD EDWARD HOTTLE 
Mathematics 
Strasburg, Virginia 
SUSAN DELORES HIMLER  
French  
Westminster, Maryland  
EUGENE EDWARD HUDSON  
History  
Elkridge, Maryland  
SENIORS 203 
JOY LILLEY HUDSON  
History  
Simpsonville, Maryland  
BRIAN DENNIS KENNEDY  
General Science  
Alexandria, Virginia  
Sorry, Rick, no mail today. 
•  
STEPHEN HOl-CHUEN IP  
Physics  
Hong Kong  
JAMES GARLAND KINZIE  
Business Administration  
Troutville, Virginia  
LYNN ANN LATIMER  
Sociology  
High Bridge, New Jersey  
PAMELA J . JACK  
French  
Costa Mesa, California  
REBECCA ANN KLEIN  
Sociology  
Mt. Airy, Maryland  
KAREN RYDER LEE  
Mathematics  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
MARTHA LEE KARAM  
Psychology  
Newport News, Virginia  
CYNTHIA REBEKAH KOOGLER  
English  
Mt. Sidney, Virginia  
MELVIN DAVID LEE  
History & Political Science  
Harrisonbu rg, Virginia  
class o~ t97o  
• 
DANIEL L. LEGGE  
Economics  
Oakton, Virginia  
SHARON FAYE LINEWEAVER  
Sociology  
Harrisonburg, Virginia  
SUSAN RAYE MARTINDALE  
Physical Education  
Roanoke, Virginia  
LOIS ANN LENT  
German  
Manasquan, New Jersey  
KAROL ANN LONG  
History & Political Science  
Frederick, Maryland  
MARIANNE JEANNE MAY  
French  
Falls Church, Virginia  
DALE EDWARD MACALLISTER  
Physics  
Singers Glen, Virginia  
LARRY EMERSON MCCANN  
Psychology  
Springfield, Virginia  
Sharon Dolbear leaves Professor- Purvis's art exhibit. 
WILLIAM NEAL MARSHALL  
Mathematics  
Louisa, Virginia  
PAUL MCCOMB  
Business Administration  
Jersey City, New Jersey  
'  
SENIORS 205 
Mike Nunnally practices shooting. 
VIRGINIA ANN MCCOWN 
General Science 
Roanoke, Virginia 
PAMELA G. MCGRATH  
Biology  
Richmond, Virginia  
Anna Connelly signs out for a late leave. 
JOHN DALE MILLER  
Biology  
Fairfax, Virginia  
MICHAEL ANTHONY MILLER  
Economics  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
206 SENIORS 
WAYNE WRIGHT MILLER  
Sociology  
Locust Grove, Virginia  
ARLENE ANN MORRIS  
Physical Education  
Kenilworth, New Jersey  
MARY BETH MYERS  
Music Education  
Clear Springs, Maryland  
NANCY CAROL MILSTEAD  
English  
Mt. Solon, Virginia  
MIRIAM ELAINE MURRAY  
Sociology  
Roanoke, Virginia  
JOSEPH MYSKO, JR.  
Chemistry  
Millvil le, New Jersey  
REBECCA JANE MONK  
Physical Education  
Springfield, Virginia  
BENJAMIN CLETUS MYERS  
Business Administration  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
SUE ANN ROBERTS NEWBROUGH  
Home Economics  
Laurel, Maryland  
JOHN ROBERT MOORE  
French  
Timberville, Virginia  
class or 1970 
LYNN NAFF MYERS  
History & Political Science  
Boones Mill, Virginia  
MICHAEL LLOYD NEWMAN  
Biology  
Rockville, Maryland  
.,  
SENIORS 207 
PAUL G. O'CONNOR  
Business Administration  
Fairfax, Virginia  
MICHAEL EUGENE NUNNALLY  
Physical Education  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
CHARLES MARK PHIBBS  
Business Administration  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
TRACY L. PHILLIPS  
Physical Education  
Hot Springs, Virginia  
RAMONA DELAY POWELL  
Sociology  
Norfolk, Virginia  
JOHN STEWART PRICHARD 
History & Polltlcal Science • Falls Church, Virginia 
CHERYL RUTH PETCHER 
General Science 
Chatom, Alabama 
CHARLES BARRY PFITZNER  
Economics  
Richmond, Virginia  
Larry McCann carefully disects an earthworm In lab. 
DONALD LESLIE QUESENBERRY PATSY JEANNE RAMP 
History & Political Science English 
Pulaski, Virginia Egg Harbor, New Jersey 
• 
• 
208 SENIORS 
"-· 
WILLIAM GUNNING RYAN MARY ANNA SANDERS SALLY SANTONASTASO 
General Science Physical Education Home Economics 
Falls Church, Virginia Warsaw, Virginia Belle Mead, New Jersey 
DARLENE CAROL SMITH JUDY SHIFFLETT SPENCER ALAN PAUL SPRINKEL 
Home Economics Home Economics Economics 
Hyattsville, Maryland Charlottesville, Virginia Vienna, Virginia 
Sally Santonastaso serves lunch to Judy Spencer and Sue Newbrough in 
•  
CHARLES GREGORY SENSENEY  
Business  
Damascus, Maryland  
ANN DUNMIRE STEVENS  
Music Education  
McVeyton, Pennsylvania  
class o~ 1970 
the home management apartment. 
KENT MICHAEL STONEBURNER  
Biology  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
ROBERT HOPPER THOMPSON  
JR.  
Economics  
Centreville, Maryland  
class o~ 1970 
CAROLYN LONG WAMPLER  
French  
Broadway, Virginia  
BRUCE HUGH STRICKLAND  
Spanish  
Pennsville, New Jersey  
ALLAN WAYNE TIBBS  
Biology  
Gladys, Virginia  
FREDERICK ALBERT WAMPLER  
Mathematics  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
LOIS JEAN SULSER  
Sociology  
Columbia, South Carolina  
DENNIS ALLEN TURNER  
Business Administration  
Timberville, Virginia  
BETTY CATHERINE WARD  
Sociology  
Hot Springs, Virginia  
LAURA ANNE SWARTZ  
Home Economics  
Buckingham, Virginia  
PAUL JOSEPH VON HERBULIS  
Sociology  
Gordonsville, Virginia  
JANE VICTORIA WILHIDE  
Biology  
Detour, Maryland  
210 SENIORS 
Sugarbear and Soullle Hedley take an afternoon stroll. 
• 
OTIS L. WINTERS, JR.  
Chemistry  
Mercersburg, Pennsylvania  
KAREN ADAMS WYRICK  
Spanish  
Mt. Crawford, Virginia  
• 
PAUL EDWARD WISEMAN  
Business Administration  
Arlington, Virginia  
RONALD EUGENE WYRICK  
Philosophy & Religion  
Waynesboro, Virginia  
GREGORY JAMES WOLBER  
Psychology  
Hagerstown, Maryland  
DENNIS MASON WOOLFREY  
History & Political Science  
Alexandria, Virginia  
KAREN LORAINE WRIGHT  
History & Political Science  
Washington, D. C.I  
LYNNE NELL WRIGHT  
Philosophy & Reliqion  
Arlington, Virginia  
MICHAEL HANS ZWICKE  
English  
Fairfax, Virginia  
RUTH CLARE ZIMMER  
Sociology  
Waynesboro, Virginia  
• 
SENIORS 211 
212 ADS, INDEX, AND EPILOGUE 
abs, 1nb€x, 
anb €pllOGU€ 
ADS, INDEX, AND EPILOGUE 213  
Builders of Commercial and Industrial 
Buildings of the Better Class 
AND PREDECESSORS FOR OVER 100 YEARS 
TELEPHONE 434-7376  
56 W. JOHNSON ST. - P.O. BOX 591  
Harrisonburg, Virginia  
22801  
HARRISONBURG, VIRG INIA  
22801  
·, 
214 ADS 
WAMPLER FOODS, INC. 
Packers of Valley Star Poultry  
Manufacturer of Wampler F:eeds  
Producer of Wampler Poultry  
Hinton, Virginia  
SMITH - HAYDEN  
CLEANERS  
We take pride in serving your cleaning 
needs. If you want rapid service we can offer 
the best in the area. 
Harrisonburg and Bridgewater 
BLEVIN'S BARBER SHOP  
105 N. Main  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
WI LFONG'S AUTO SERVICE 
General Repair  
Wrecker Service  
Official State Inspection  
Dial 828-3415  
620 N. Main  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
SERVOMATION  
MATHIAS, INC.  
Food Service Management 
803 Gleneagles Ct. 
Baltimore, Maryland 21204 
ADS 215 
For Those Special Occasions . • 
901 SPOTSWOOD DRIVE 
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
Telephone 434-8294 
118 EAST BEVERLEY 
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA 
Telephone 886-1463 
216 ADS 
CHARLES L. FAULS CLOTHING CO. INC.  
I l - I 3 North Court Squore 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
VALLEY BOOKS 
Books Bibles Gifts Art Supplies  
82 So. Main St. Harrisonburg 434-6643  
THE FRIENDLY STORE 
~gett  
OF HARRISONBURG 
abc  
FOR BETTER ENTERT AlNMENT 
PU RE VILLAGE MOTEL 
Approved by AAA. 
Restourant and fine facilities 
make for a comfortable stay. 
Nearest to College on Rt. 11 
ADS 217 
THE PLANTERS BANK 
of 
BRIDGEWATER 
Member First Virginia 
® 
Bridgewater, Virginia Dayton, Virg inia 
BRIDGEWATER  
TEXTILE COMPANY  
A Division of Celanese Corporation  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
DICKSON'S  
FOOD AND DRUG LANE  
Phone 828-2514  
Serving Bridgewater's Drug Needs  
Main Street  
Bridgewater, Virginia  
SAVINGS IN 100 FULLY  
STOCKED DEPT'S.  
218 ADS 
BRIDGEWATER FURNITURE DIVISION 
of 
BAUMRITTER CORPORATION 
Bridgewater, Virginia 
SHEN-MAR FOOD PRODUCTS  
CORP.  
Bridgewater, Vo. 
THE FAMOUS RESTAURANT 
131 North Main Street 
Dail 434-7253 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
Serving 
Pizzo- Spaghetti-Chicken 
Charcoal Stea ks- Seo Foods- Chops 
Mr & Mrs Tom Poppas, Owners 
BRIDGEWATER COIN  
LAUNDRY  
POLL Y'S FLOWERS - GIFTS 
110 N. Main Street 
Bridgewater, Vo. 
828-6588 
GORDON BROTHERS' GARAGE 
College Street in Bridgewater 
CAPITAL DISCOUNT 
Bridgewater  
Drugs & Sundries  
ADS 219 
Rockingham National Bank 
••••• 
• Harrisonburg e Weyers Cave e Grottoes e Mt. Sidney e Verona 
__,.. ,-
FOLEY MOTORS, INC. 
171 l S. Main 
WETSEL SEED COMPANY 
Harrisonburg, Virg inia 
Seeds for the Form, Lown, and Gorden 
" Deal with FOLEY without folly" 
Harrisonburg and Waynesboro, Virginia 
RENAULT TRIUMPH PEUGEOT 
220 ADS 
When you ore in Harrisonburg, 
visit our store on court square. 
Harrisonburg, Virg inia 
Extend to all the graduates of 1969 
all the benefits of a happy and 
peaceful world. 
ADS 221 
.. ---~~· 
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Come seethe  
makirlg of power  
Vepco's first commercial atomic power station is now under construction in Surry County, Virginia. In the new 
Information Center overlooking the site, you will see an excellent slide presentation, fascinating exhibits, and a 
working model of the reactor. (And from the balcony, you can watch them assemble the real thing.) Open 10 AM to 
4 PM Monday through Saturday and 1 PM to 6 PM on Sunday. For tour information call 771-3194 in Richmond. 
Vepco  
more power to you ... at less cost 
222 ADS 
Town and Country furninture 
Dayton. Virginia  
Telephone 879-6601  
Paige Will & Bill Florence Co-owners  
" The True Mark of Gracious Living" 
CERAMIC TILE WALL TO WALL CARPET 
F"LOOR COVERINO INOOOR-0UTOOOR CARPET 
Devoe: PAINT DUPONT PAINT 
Custom Tile a Carpet, Inc. 
formerly Harrisonburg Paint Store  
919 SOUTH HIGH STREET  
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801  
434-7243  
For your decorating needs  
visit our store for advice  
and materials. Decorating is  
our business.  
Don Ryan Jim Heatwole  
896-9938 434-9420  
JULIAS' RESTAURANT 
S. Main St.  
Harrisonburg, Virginia  
"Best Pizzas in the Valley" 
ADS 223 
Agriculture is Our Business -
Food is Our Future 
ROCKINGHAM COOPERATIVE 
FARM BUREAU, INC. 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
Branches: 
Bridgewater, Virginia 
Cross Keys 
Elkton, Virginia 
Timberville, Virginia 
BETTER FOODS 
ARE DISTRIBUTED 
"BY THE PEOPLE WHO CARE" 
HARRISONBURG FRUIT AND 
PRODUCE CO. 
224 ADS 
QUALITY PRINTING 
BY MASTER CRAFTSMEN 
McCLURE PRINTING CO., INC. 
P. 0 . Box 936 
Verona, V irginia 24482 
SHENANDOAH'S PRIDE  
The Valley of Virginia  
Milk Producers Association  
ADS 225 
THE NEW  
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE  
BOOK STORE  
Located in the  
Campus Center  
LEON W. RHODES  
Manager  
Miss Naomi Stoutamyer Mrs. Marvin Switzer 
Clerk Clerk 
Sarah Wine 
Student Assistant 
226 ADS 
-Association of American Colleges 
Association of Virginia Colleges 
LIBERAL ARTS 
ATHLETICS FOR ALL 
RELIGOUS ATMOSPHERE 
FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT 
STRONG ACADEMIC STANDING 
COUNSELING PROGRAM AND PLACEMENT 
EDGAR WILKERSON, DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS 
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE 
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA 22812 
ADS 227 
228 EPILOGUE 
A conglomeration of activity 
Is evident. 
Life may seem 
Mixed up to many 
But if you sit back and watch 
It is interesting and fun. 
EPILOGUE 229 
230 EPILOGUE 
You will sit back some day, 
Some quiet hour 
And laugh 
Because 
Life is funny and sad 
And monotonous and new 
All at one t ime. 
Such a wonderful time for living we have ... 
EPILOGUE 231 
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